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Abstract
Wearable medical devices such as insulin pumps, glucose monitors, hearing aids, and
electrocardiograms provide necessary medical aid and monitoring to millions of users
worldwide. These battery powered devices require battery replacement and frequent
charging that reduces the freedom and peace of mind of users. Additionally, the
significant portion of the world without access to electricity is unable to use these
medical devices as they have no means to power them constantly. Wearable ther-
moelectric power generation aims to charge these medical device batteries without a
need for grid power.
Our team has developing a wristband prototype that uses body heat, ambient air,
and heat sinks to create a temperature difference across thermoelectric modules thus
generating ultra-low voltage electrical power. A boost converter is implemented to
boost this voltage to the level required by medical device batteries. Our goal was to
use this generated power to charge medical device batteries off-the-grid, increasing
medical device user freedom and allowing medical device access to those without elec-
tricity. We successfully constructed a wearable prototype that generates the voltage
required by an electrocardiogram battery; however, further thermoelectric module
and heat dissipation optimization is necessary to generate sufficient current to charge
the battery.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Millions of people around the world live with the assistance of medical technology
that improves the quality and length of their lives. Many of these people rely on
these technologies daily, some are so necessary for the patient that the proper func-
tionality of such a device could mean life or death. These devices include insulin
pumps, glucose monitors, hearing aids, portable heart rate monitors, and more. One
of the main concerns for users of these medical devices is keeping their devices pow-
ered. Having to worry about charging or replacing batteries can limit the freedom
of the user and cause additional stress. Extended outdoor activities such as camping
trips or off-the-grid excursions may not be accessible to one who has to worry about
powering their medical device. Additionally, nearly 13% of the world lives without
access to electricity [1]. This prevents these people from benefiting from life pro-
longing and life saving medical device technologies as they have no means to power
these devices consistently. The medical device field has never had a thermoelectric-
generation-based device make it to market, and with most portable medical devices
optimized for running on very low voltage power sources, there is high potential for
thermoelectric power generation for battery charging or power supply.
1.2 Solution: The Wearable Thermoelectric Generator
Wearable thermoelectric power generation is a solution to bring peace of mind to
those using these medical devices and bring medical device access to those without
electricity. It is a wearable device harvesting the heat of one’s own body to produce
electricity through the use of thermoelectric technology. The power generated by this
device is used to charge a medical device battery.
Our goal is to improve the quality of life for people using medical devices by al-
lowing them to charge their devices wherever and whenever with the heat of their
own body. We strive to provide a wearable thermoelectric generator that can charge
the battery of a medical device such that a user does not have to charge the device by
other means as often or at all. This awards the freedom of extended mobility away
from a power outlet, and allows medical devices to be used in regions with no access
to electricity.
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Our technical goal is to successfully charge a 3.7V / 80mA battery common in low-
voltage medical devices.
1.3 Literature Review
The device produced by the team is a wearable power generator, utilizing the power
generation capabilities of thermoelectric modules (TEMs) and the heat dissipating
capabilities of heat sinks. When a temperature difference is present across the TEMs,
a voltage is produced proportional to this temperature difference by a constant ratio
unique to the specific TEM. The voltage is collected in an electrical circuit and used
to power low-voltage medical devices, the whole system being held in a wearable fix-
ture. Heating a ”hot side” by the heat of one’s body and cooling the ”cold side” by
attaching heat sinks to reduce the temperature to as close to room temperature as
possible will improve the consistency of this temperature difference present across the
TEM. There are many factors that go into how the system of TEMs and heat sinks
performs and each variable can affect the performance differently. And it is especially
difficult with the variable of the human body temperature being added. The article
“Modeling, Fabrication, and Experimental Testing of a Heatsink-free Wearable Ther-
moelectric Generator” published in the journal Energy Conversion & Management in
2017 discusses the variables that determine performance of wearable thermoelectric
generators excluding the use of a heat sink. However, because adding a heat sink to
the cold side of a TEM in wearable generation is almost always beneficial, optimizing
the TEM, electrical circuitry, and wearability subsystems will improve the function
of the device [6].
Despite this, heat sinks are an important subsystem of the design of the generator,
as cooling the temperature of the “cold side” towards the temperature of ambient
room temperature air is very important for the device’s proper and efficient func-
tion. Therefore, optimizing the heat sink to dissipate the proper amount of heat,
remain low-profile, and fit comfortable on one’s body is very important. The article
“Design of Heat Sink for Improving the performance of Thermoelectric Generators
Using Two-Stage Optimization” published in Sustainable Energy and Environmental
Protection in 2010 breaks down the optimization process by stages, specifically for
use with thermoelectric modules, for the purpose of power generation. Heat sinks are
an important aspect of the project and information on well-organized optimization
methods can greatly increase the performance and speed of the process [23].
With both the knowledge of efficient thermoelectric generation methods in wearable
situation, and that of heat sink optimization for TEMs, putting these two systems
together into one assembly can prove difficult. There are many variables that go into
account when combining TEMs and heat sinks that will determine the heat dissi-
pated, heat accumulated, power output, and other determining factors. The article
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“Parametric Optimization of Thermoelectric Generators for Waste Heat Recovery”
published in the Journal of Electronic Materials in 2016 discusses this combination
in detail, describing methods for optimizing each step of the generation process from
heat source to heat waste. This includes maximizing power output via methods for
minimum heat dissipation from the hot side and presented numerical models for ther-
moelectric generator coupled heat transfer and electrical power output [9].
With knowledge of TEM optimization for the specific purpose of wearables, heat
sink optimization for the specific purpose of thermoelectric generation, and optimiza-
tion of the two combined systems for generation, the final step is optimization of
the electrical components of the device. The paper “Equivalent Electrical Circuits of
Thermoelectric Generators under Different Operating Conditions” published in En-
ergies in 2017 discusses the factors that go towards optimizing the electrical system
with the goal of reaching voltage thresholds, maximizing current, minimizing resis-
tance, and optimizing power efficiency. Boost converters and optimal resistance loads
convert amperage into additional voltage in methods of balancing the two electri-
cal characteristics in order to meet the requirements of the powered device. Series
and parallel configurations are discussed with different electrical outcomes, as well as
ways of maximizing power output and meeting all electrical requirements with as few
TEMs as possible [18].
And finally the whole field of wearable thermoelectric power generation is discussed
in “A Review of the State of the Science on Wearable Thermoelectric Power Genera-
tors (TEGs) and their Existing Challenges” published in Renewable and Sustainable
Energy Reviews in 2017. With developing any technologies, one cannot become too
firmly ingrained in the minutia without a deep understanding of the field in its en-
tirety. There are many groups that are working on the same problem of wearable
thermoelectrics and the field has proved difficult. But learning from the mistakes and
difficulties of other researchers across the field can ensure Wearable Thermoelectric
Power Generation does not fall into the same traps. Thus, the paper is important
for us to understand the current limitations of the technology, the areas of possible
improvement, faster optimization based on recommendations in the paper, and the
steps to be taken when it seems the project is at a stand-still. The information covers
many projects done over the past decades, and the ways in which the field itself can
best be improved.
1.4 Project Objectives
The main objectives of the project are to produce sufficient electrical power to charge
the battery of a low-voltage medical device. The voltage threshold defined is 3.7V,
standard for a device charged through a USB connector cable.
3
The device is to work properly in a room temperature environment or colder, meaning
an ambient air temperature of 23◦C or an environment colder than this.
The device is to be safe to the wearer and all components of the device for con-
stant charging while wearing.
The device is to be low-profile and appealing to the customer in terms of comfort
and aesthetics.
4
Chapter 2
Systems Level Analysis
2.1 Customer Needs
2.1.1 Introduction
Wearable thermoelectric power generation can appeal to various types of customers
because it can be implemented in numerous applications. However, our targeted
consumer base were individuals who use medical devices. In November of 2017 we
conducted a survey to ask participants about their preferences for a wearable power
generator. Friends, family, and fellow students were asked to complete the survey,
and we received 42 responses. Survey questions were designed to determine the de-
mographic of the participants as well as the physical constraints of the wristband.
2.1.2 Questions and Answers
We were interested to know the geographic and academic demographic of our survey
participants so that we could determine whether these factors affected the wristband
preferences of the customer and the level of adjustability that the wristband would
need to appeal to different demographics.
Q: Where are you located? How old are you? What is your level of education?
A: A majority of survey participants were between the ages of 18 and 25. About
half identified as female and half as male. A majority of survey participants were
located in the Bay Area; however, results from Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Missouri,
Kansas, Minnesota, Oregon, and Germany were received as well. 46.7% of survey
participants marked bachelor’s degree as their highest level of academics.
Since the device is worn on the wrist there are specific requirements that it must
fulfill in order to be appealing to the customer. Knowing that the design require-
ments of the wristband would be a balance between aesthetic and performance, we
wanted to identify the priorities of the customer.
Q: What width of a power generating wristband would you be comfortable with?
What height, of a power generating wristband, off the top of the wrist would you be
comfortable with? How heavy of a power generating wristband would you be com-
fortable with?
A: The preference of aesthetic over performance was very slim as 51.5% of partici-
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pants reported that aesthetic is more important and 48.5% valued functionality more.
However, participants had overwhelming opinions on the width, height, and weight
of the wristband favoring the physical characteristics of typical wrist accessories such
as smart watches and electrocardiogram wristbands.
2.1.3 Summary
As a result of our survey, we concluded that the age, location, and educational back-
ground of the customer did not affect their likelihood to wear or their preferences
for a wearable power generator. Our response to the preferences of the customer, as
expressed by the results of the survey, was to set strict size contraints. The entire
device was to be no taller than 10 mm, no wider than 80 mm, and no heavier than
200 grams. In addition to the size, we considered cost, usability, adjustability, and
durability to be design requirements to make the device appealing to the customer.
Values for these characteristics are listed in the PDS in the appendix, Table 10, along
with design requirements for performance, safety, and maintenance.
2.2 System Level Physical Sketch and User Scenario
The device will be used by health care practitioners (or the equivalent) in areas
without consistent grid power, areas of the world that are coincidentally highly sus-
ceptible to cardiovascular diseases. The device would ideally be used to monitor
the heart health of individuals over a set amount of time, particularly individuals
at higher risk due to family history, poor nutrition, or any number of other factors
which would be determined at the discretion of the areas doctors. The device will
take electrocardiogram readings of a patient using an EKG monitor, shown in Figure
1, which will be stored and analyzed using algorithms designed to predict the onset
of cardiovascular diseases. Harnessing the patient’s body heat using a thermoelectric
module circuit, shown in Figure 2, has the potential to provide a continuously running
predictive health device even in areas that cannot supply consistent power. Predict-
ing and diagnosing cardiovascular diseases in these remote locations will dramatically
help improve the life expectancy of many individuals who likely have never set foot
inside a hospital.
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Figure 1: System sketch, top side of device.
7
Figure 2: System sketch, bottom side of device.
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2.3 Functional Analysis
The main function of this device is to convert a temperature difference created by
body heat and ambient air into a voltage output sufficient to charge the battery of
a wearable electrocardiogram, or EKG, (and other low-input medical devices). We
chose to charge an EKG battery in our prototype because it is worn on the wrist, an
accessible point on the body for thermoelectric power generation and a place where
users are familiar with wearing accessories. Additionally, wearable EKGs offer the
user the ability to measure their heart rate, allowing those with heart conditions
to have better heart monitoring. EKG cardiovascular data can also be analyzed by
machine learning algorithms to predict risk for heart disease [24]. This is especially
important to those without access to electricity as over 75% of the 17.7 million car-
diovascular deaths each year occur in low and middle income countries[4].
The device itself consists of four subsystems of Power Generation, Voltage Boost,
Battery Charging, and Wearability which all have their own sub-functions in the de-
sign.
The Power Generation subsystem consists of a circuit of TEMs, heat sinks, and the
heat source (wrist/forearm body heat) and its main function is converting the tem-
perature difference across the TEMs into a small voltage output on the order of mV.
The actual power generation is specifically the role of the TEMs while the role of the
heat sinks is to dissipate heat and maintain sufficient temperature differences. Since
the devices overall function is to charge the battery of a low-input medical device, the
voltage output from Power Generation must be increased before it can be utilized.
So, this power generated is then sent to the next subsystem, Voltage Boost. The
function of Voltage Boost is to take the small voltage output from Power Generation
and increase it to a much higher, usable value of 4.1 [V] while sacrificing a significant
amount of the current. It utilizes an electrical component called a boost converter to
do so. This boosted voltage of 4.1 [V] satisfies the charging requirements for the bat-
tery of the wearable EKG. The EKG itself and any associated miscellaneous wiring
that make up the Battery Charging subsystem. Lastly, all of these subsystems and
their components need to be integrated into a single, wearable wristband. This is the
function of the Wearability subsystem. Wearability consists of 3D printed housings
for the TEM and heat sink modules as well as the wristband itself, made of multiple
fabric types.
Along with their functions, each subsystem has its own inputs, outputs, and con-
straints. These are described in detail in Table 1. The information provided for the
four major subsystems are summarized as the following: the power generation sub-
systems input is simply a temperature difference across the TEM. This subsystem
has size constraints that require a low profile design with a small form factor. It
must also work effectively for small ∆Ts. Power Generation outputs a small volt-
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age output, on the order of mV which doubles as the input for the Voltage Boost
subsystem. This subsystem outputs a usable level of voltage (about 4.1 [V]). This
subsystems main constraint is the boost converters voltage input requirement of 20
[mV]. Once again, voltage boosts boosted voltage output doubles as the input for the
next subsystem, battery charging. This subsystem’s output is the active charging
of the EKG (or other low-input medical device) battery. This subsystem faces size
constraints, as usual, as well as current constraints (the lower the current, the slower
the battery charges). Lastly, the wearability subsystem takes the various components
of the system as inputs and integrates them into a wearable, functional wristband as
an output while facing size, comfortability, and ergonomic constraints. The inputs,
outputs, and constraints for all of the subsystems in the Wearable Thermoelectric
Power Generation design are compiled and organized in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Subsystem inputs, outputs, and constraints.
Subsystem Input Output Constraints
Power
Generation
Temperature
difference across
the TEMs hot
and cold sides.
Small power
(voltage and
current) output
through TEM
leads.
Must have small
form factor and
be low profile.
Must work
effectively for
small ∆Ts.
Voltage Boost
Low voltage and
current output
from TEM
circuit.
Higher, usable
voltage output,
significant
decrease in
current.
Voltage input
requirement
must be met to
achieve boost.
Battery
Charging
Generated
power via
boosted voltage
and current
from Voltage
Boost
Charging the
EKG battery.
Needs sufficient
amount of
current to
charge. Must
integrate
comfortably into
wristband
design.
Wearability
TEMs, heat
sinks, boost
converter, EKG,
and
miscellaneous
wiring
components
Wearable
wristband that
integrates the
other 3
subsystems
components.
Consists of 3D
print housings,
miscellaneous
wiring,
wristband
materials.
Must maintain
sufficient
contact between
TEM and skin.
Must allow
sufficient heat
dissipation.
Must be
comfortable and
ergonomic for
the user.
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2.4 Benchmarking Results
In the current market only a few wearable thermoelectric power generation devices
have been developed. One such device was the Seiko Thermic watch developed by
Japanese watch company Seiko in 1998. The watch, depicted in Figure 3, used ther-
moelectric technology to charge an auxiliary battery with the wearer’s body heat.
[16].
Figure 3: Seiko Thermic [16].
A more recent wearable thermoelectric power generation device is the Matrix Pow-
erwatch, seen below in Figure 4. The Powerwatch is a smartwatch powered by body
heat using thermoelectric technology [20].
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Figure 4: Matrix Powerwatch [20].
Aside from these watches, no wearable thermoelectric power generation devices exist
in the consumer electronics market. The results of research in the field of thermoelec-
tric generation available on the market, to compare with the the goals of the project,
can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 2: Benchmarking Results
Existing Technology Details Cost
Room for
Improvement
SEIKO Thermic
Watch
A luxury watch
powered by
thermoelectric
modules placed where
a traditional battery
watch would be. Did
not work in hot
environments such as
Malaysia.
$1911
Improve efficiency of
product to work in
warmer environments
and power something
more meaningful than
a wristwatch.
MATRIX
PowerWatch
A smartwatch
powered by body heat
capable of measuring
calories burned,
activity level, and
sleep characteristics.
It also includes a
power meter
displaying current
power generation.
$199
Costs of parts and
production would be
minimized to reach a
more affordable price
point.
2.5 System Level Issues
The Wearable Thermoelectric Power Generation system is made up of four subsys-
tems: power generation, voltage boost, battery charging, and wearability. The two
main elements of the power generation subsystem are the thermoelectric modules and
heat sinks. During testing, various configurations of thermoelectric modules and heat
sinks were used. Options for heat sinks varied in dimensions and fin length. Initially,
the power efficiency of each configuration was weighted with the highest factor, as
seen in Figure 34 in the appendix. However, the device is designed to be worn on the
wrist and therefore configurations with higher power efficiency, but which exceeded
the size requirement, 40mm by 40 mm by 10 mm, were ranked lower than those that
fell within the size requirement.
Voltage boost and battery charging make up the electrical portion of the project.
The most significant electrical component considered in the design of this device is
the boost converter. The boost converter takes an input voltage supplied by the ther-
moelectric modules and boosts it to a output voltage of at least 3.7 V to power an
EKG or other portable medical device. Both high and ultra-low input voltage boost
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converters were considered during testing. However, based on the output voltages of
the TEM and heat sink configurations, ultra-low input voltage boost converters were
prioritized. Boost converters from Linear Technologies and Texas Instruments were
considered. Linear Technologies boost converters were ranked higher because of their
wider range of options for ultra-low converters. Figure 34 shows that boost converter
efficiency is weighted the highest. However, efficiency is again traded off for com-
pactness if the size requirement is exceeded. Our priority is to use a boost converter
that has the highest efficiency in sustaining an output of at least 3.7 V while oper-
ating within a realistic input voltage range. If input voltage is required to be high,
more thermoelectric modules are needed, causing the overall size requirements to be
exceeded. The other element of the device’s electrical portion is the circuitry from
the boost converter to the EKG or medical device which charges the battery. The
options, such as direct or USB connection, depend on whether device adaptability
and functionality or aesthetic value is more important .
The wearability subsystem of the device mainly consists of the fixture band that
will hold the power generation components, hold the electrical components, and be
worn around the wrist. Based on the needs of the customer, the comfort and aes-
thetic of the band are weighted the highest for selection criteria, shown in Figure
34 in the appendix. Although many materials satisfy the lightweight and durability
requirements, based on cost, silicone, Velcro, and elastic were considered for the fix-
ture band composition. In theory, a silicone band would provide adequate comfort,
contact pressure, and weight. It would also provide a factor of safety by isolating
static electricity. However, a silicone band would not be able to contain or hide the
wiring of the electrical components easily and therefore would not have the cleanest
aesthetic. If silicone was used for the fixture, it would most likely be a continuous
band and therefore would not be adjustable. A Velcro band would be adjustable,
robust, and provide sufficient contact pressure, however, would not have the ideal
level of comfort or weight. Although it would be possible to sew Velcro and keep the
wiring of the electrical components hidden, it would be very thick and not have the
ideal sleek aesthetic that would appeal to customers. Lastly, an elastic band would
provide the ideal comfort, light weight, and adjustablility. However, the adjustability
of the elastic is traded off with a low capability to provide sufficient contact pressure.
Elastic is also the least robust. Scoring each option based on the selection matrix
depicted in Figure 35 in the appendix, silicone would be the best option for the fixture
band. However, as it will be discussed further in the wearability subsystem chapter,
prototyping revealed that some of the strengths and weaknesses of these materials
can be circumvented by the fixture band design.
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2.6 System Level Design Layout
The system level design has multiple components that work together to accomplish
the systems overall function. The system takes excess body heat and creates a volt-
age output using the TEMs and heat sinks in the Power Generation subsystem. This
voltage output is increased to a usable level by a boost converter within the Voltage
Boost subsystem. This boost voltage output is then used to charge the battery of
the wearable EKG in the Battery Charging subsystem. Lastly, the Wearability sub-
system integrates all of the previously mentioned components into a single, wearable
wristband. Figures 5 and 6 depict this system level design layout.
Figure 5: Wristband prototype with integrated EKG monitor on topside.
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Figure 6: Wristband prototype with integrated TEMs .
2.7 Team and Project Management
2.7.1 Project Challenges and Constraints
The obvious challenges and constraints encountered in this project are those pre-
sented by size and cost of the device. Theoretically, any desired power output could
be achieved with enough thermoelectric modules and proper heat dissipation. How-
ever, the device must be designed to be worn on the wrist and be similar in size to
other wrist-based accessories like watches and fitness trackers. Additionally, the price
must be reasonable, which limits thermoelectric modules that can be used. In order
to keep the design low profile, lightweight, compact, and cheap to manufacture while
still meeting performance requirements, the sizes of thermoelectric modules must be
optimized to minimize the number of modules used and maximize the size of module
while still having good contact with the skin. In areas where the wrist has larger flat-
ter area, larger modules could be used. However, if modules are placed in areas with
more curvature, smaller modules must be used to ensure good contact with the skin.
It is imperative that the surface of the wrist is considered during module selection.
An additional challenge that will be discussed further in their respective subsystem
chapters is this issue of performance trade-offs between the thermoelectric modules
and their circuit configuration, heat sinks, boost converter, battery to be charged, and
overall size of the device. The boost converter has requirements of a minimum input
voltage and a maximum input resistance which corresponds to and varies with input
voltage. As input voltage increases due to the temperature difference across the ther-
moelectric module (which is influenced by the heat sink properties), input resistance
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increases. Additionally, the circuit configuration of the thermoelectric modules can
be used to manipulate how much input voltage, current, and resistance the boost con-
verter sees. However, the greater these areas are optimized, the more space is needed
for the thermoelectric modules and their heat sinks. The battery to be charged also
has minimum voltage and current requirements. This additional challenge is diffi-
cult to overcome because increasing voltage decreases current and vise-versa. These
interdependent challenges require difficult and complex optimization to be successful.
2.7.2 Budget
A main budget concern for this project is allowing enough money to purchase thermo-
electric modules and heat sinks for evaluation and prototyping. After the appropriate
thermoelectric modules and heat sinks are selected, 10-20 (depending on design con-
figuration) modules and sinks must be purchased. Additionally, the cost of a boost
converter evaluation board is a significant budget concern. Although boost converters
themselves are inexpensive, an evaluation board used to develop a prototype can cost
over $100. Please see Table 11 in the appendix for a detailed description of proposed
project budget, and refer to Table 12 for actual costs of developing our prototype.
2.7.3 Timeline
The main issue for the timeline of our project is familiarizing the team with the tech-
nologies as early as possible. This project leans heavily on the use of thermoelectric
modules and boost converters, technology that is not explored in the regular curricu-
lum at Santa Clara University. After achieving adequate levels of familiarity with the
technologies utilized in our design, the next immediate concern is performance testing
a variety of thermoelectric modules, heat sinks, and boost converters to identify which
models of these items will be used in prototyping. Modules, heat sinks, and boost
converters which are in the lab were tested and evaluated and used as a baseline to
refer to when ordering modules, heat sinks, and boost converters for further testing
and evaluation. It was necessary that this be completed in the first half of the year to
allow time for prototyping, design changes, and troubleshooting. The final timeline
concern was scheduling amongst the group. Because all group members have busy
schedules with limited availability, it was difficult to find meeting times that worked
for all members. To address this concern, the subsystems within the project were as-
signed to different group members so that members working on the same subsystems
could meet more easily than the whole group meeting. Please see Figure 36 for the
Gantt Charts for Fall, Winter, and Spring quarter.
2.7.4 Design Process
Our approach to design for this project can be outlined in the following steps:
1. Define problem to be solved.
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2. Specify requirements for the solution.
3. Identify possible solutions, evaluate solutions, choose a suitable solution.
4. Break up the solution into subsystems.
5. Identify requirements for subsystems, design a solution that fulfills these re-
quirements.
6. Construct a prototype of each subsystem, evaluate subsystem prototypes against
their goals.
7. Make subsystem design changes if necessary, re-evaluate updated subsystem
design changes.
8. Assemble complete prototype, evaluate prototype against its goals.
9. Make design changes if necessary, re-evaluate updated prototype.
2.7.5 Risks and Mitigation
The main risks in this project are safety risks, and the risk of breaking materials and
equipment. The main safety risks for this project lie in the use of equipment such
as power tools, soldering irons, and tools with sharp blades. To mitigate risk here,
group members must wear proper lab attire (closed toed shoes, longs pants, hair tied
up, etc.) when performing experiments and construction work on the project. Ad-
ditionally group members must be properly trained to use any equipment, and are
not permitted to work in the lab alone. When using equipment such as sharp bladed
tools, group members must cut away from their bodies and be cutting on top of a
surface, rather than holding an object in their hands and cutting it. Another safety
risk is risk of electric shock. Although the voltage and currents generated by the
thermoelectric modules are well below thresholds that pose danger to those handling
them, certain performance tests and experiments with electrical equipment could in-
volve larger voltages and currents from DC power supplies. To ensure safety when
working with electronics, all electrical connections must be ensured to be secure, and
electrical power supplied to loads must not exceed their power limits. Power should
not be applied to a circuit until it is confirmed that the circuit is complete and all
connections are made properly, and all electrical systems must be properly grounded.
Because our power generation device is to be used with medical devices, the risk
of medical device failure is introduced. We must ensure that power to the medical
device is never lost, even if our power generator fails. This can be accomplished by
supplying a backup battery which the medical device defaults to if the power gener-
ation device fails.
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Some of the equipment used in this project can also be easily damaged, such as
thermoelectric modules, boost converters, and electrical resistors. To mitigate risk of
damaging these items, they must be handled with care. When they are to be supplied
with electrical power, the power must not exceed their limits so that the electrical
elements of the equipment are not damaged.
2.7.6 Team Management
Team management for this project follows a simple approach. Each member of the
team is primarily responsible for one area of the project (heat sinks, thermoelectric
modules, electrical circuits, wristband design, etc.) and secondarily responsible for
another area of the project. This allows each person to contribute significantly to
the project and have support in their area if needed. We meet bi-weekly as an
entire group to discuss progress, goals, and issues encountered, and smaller groups
within the team meet at various times in the week to complete work on the project.
Conflict resolution is handled by directly addressing the problem. Although we did
not encounter any conflicts, if there was a serious disagreement, the conflict would
have first been acknowledged and discussed with the group. All sides of the conflict
would have a chance to explain their side, and the group would decide on a compromise
that puts the goal of the team first.
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Chapter 3
Power Generation Subsystem
The role of the power generation subsystem is to produce a small voltage output using
excess body heat of the user. The subsystem implements a circuit of TEMs in con-
junction with heat sinks to accomplish the function of power generation. The TEMs
are responsible for the actual power generation while the heat sinks are employed to
help with heat dissipation.
The power generation subsystem’s most critical requirement is that there must be
a sufficient temperature difference present across the two sides of the TEM (skin side
and ambient air side). This falls hand in hand with the requirement that it must
produce enough voltage to satisfy the input requirements of the voltage boost sub-
system (20 [mV]). TEMs operate on the Seebeck effect, which states that an electric
current will be produced when two dissimilar metals (the TEM legs) are exposed to
a temperature difference [3]. This effect is further characterized by the Seebeck co-
efficient, S = ∆V/∆T, which shows that the voltage produced by a TEM is directly
proportional to the temperature difference its subjected to. Due to the nature of
the TEMs’ operating principles, subjecting the thermoelectric modules to a sufficient
temperature difference is critical to the function of the device. This is why the heat
sinks’ role of heat dissipation is essential to the project; it satisfies the subsystems
most critical requirement. By dissipating excess heat away from the cold side of the
TEM, the heat sink helps maintain the temperature difference across the thermoelec-
tric module. Without the heat sinks, excess heat would build up in the TEM legs and
eventually bring the hot and cold side temperatures closer to each other resulting in a
lowered power output. The remaining requirement of the power generation subsystem
is concerning size, and it applies to both the TEMs and heat sinks. Both components
must be low profile with small form factors to increase the devices wearability while
still being able to meet performance requirements.
The roles and requirements of the power generation system are critical to the function-
ality of the wearable device and overall success of the project. These were considered
heavily when making design decisions regarding TEM selection and heat sink opti-
mization, as will be explained in the following sections.
3.1 Options and Trades
3.1.1 Heat Sinks
Heat sink selection was completed before TEM selection due to the importance of
considering heat sink size when selecting a TEM. Due to the time constraints of this
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project, it was determined that purchasing stock heat sinks designed for natural con-
vection applications was the best option for obtaining heat sinks. Although designing
and manufacturing custom heat sinks offers the opportunity to integrate the heat
dissipation into structural elements of the device, it was necessary to allocate more
time to developing the electrical components of the device. Fin and pin type heat
sinks were identified as the ideal geometries for our application. Heat sinks are often
used in conjunction with fans for forced convection; however, our application relies
on still air and natural convection, and adequate space between fins or pins is needed
to allow free air to flow between them. Figure 7 depicts the three types of heat sinks
considered for use in this project: Alpha Nova Tech’s fin type series, pin type series,
and specialized natural convection series.
Figure 7: Fin type, pin type, and natural convection heat sinks [13].
Heat sink geometry played an important role in heat sink selection because size con-
straints limited their performance. A larger heat sink allows more heat to be dis-
sipated which increases TEM performance; however, because our device is worn on
the wrist, heat sinks were required to be less than approximately 25mm. When that
size is exceeded, multiple TEMs and their heat sinks are unable to fit on a wristband
that fits a variety of wrist sizes. Additionally, because the wrist is not a perfectly flat
surface, bending and turning often throughout the day, the heat sink may contact the
skin itself when the wrist is bent or turned if the heat sink is much larger than the
TEM. This interferes with the contact between the skin and TEM. Therefore, some
performance increase must be traded for size reduction.
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3.1.2 Thermoelectric Modules
The implementation of the TEMs into the power generation subsystem required a
few decisions and trade offs as well. Though designing and manufacturing our own
TEMs would be ideal, as was the case with the heat sinks, we decided to order and
use available market TEMs due to the time constraints of this project. While this
sacrifices the potential performance of our TEM and device, it allows for much more
time for assembly, testing, and troubleshooting that would be otherwise spent waiting
for TEMs to be manufactured. Since we decided to move forward in our design with
market TEMs, we had to weigh our options and make trade offs when purchasing
different TEM models.
The two main decisions we made regarding TEM selection were choosing between
generators and coolers (TEM types) as well as between potted and non-potted TEMs.
A generator TEM is one that takes a given temperature difference and generates a
power output while a cooler TEM takes a given power input and produces a tempera-
ture difference (used in cooling applications), showing the reversibility of the Seebeck
effect. Theoretically, generators and coolers with the same Seebeck coefficient should
perform identically under either application (e.g. using a generator for cooling, vice
versa). However, coolers are designed to operate around room temperature while
generators tend to be optimized for much higher temperatures [5]. Since room tem-
perature closely matches our expected ambient air operating conditions, we focused
on purchasing cooling TEMs to implement into our design.
The second trade off, between potted and non-potted TEMs, was not an obvious
choice at first. A potted TEM has a rubber-like material surrounding and in between
the legs of the module. This allows for slightly better conduction and additional
robustness. Figure 8 depicts the the difference between non-potted, seen on top, and
potted, seen on bottom, modules. Initially, we ordered non-potted TEMs because
they were slightly less expensive and boasted nearly the same performance charac-
teristics as their potted counterparts. However, it became quickly apparent that the
non-potted TEMs were extremely fragile, especially the TEM legs, as many of them
broke during testing, assembly, and even gentle handling. We ordered potted TEMs
for our final design to obtain components that would be much more durable.
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Figure 8: Non-potted TEM versus potted TEM.
The last trade off regarding TEM implementation was the actual size of the module.
Most TEMs are designed for industrial use and have relatively large module areas
(typical dimensions would be 40 mm by 40 mm). TEM power output typically in-
creases with module area which allows for the use of less TEMs in the final design.
However, despite increased performance characteristics and saved costs, large TEMs
greatly hinder the wearability and modularity of the device. Because of this, we de-
cided to make the performance trade off and implement the use of small TEMs (side
lengths less than 20 mm). Though it is slightly more expensive, the space saved by us-
ing smaller modules allows for flexibility in the wristband design (regarding the TEM
circuit configuration) as well as increased wearability. Similar trade offs pertaining to
more detailed geometric characteristics of the TEMs are explained in further detail
in Section 3.2.3.
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3.2 Heat Sink and Thermoelectric Module Analysis and Se-
lection
3.2.1 Heat Sink Analysis and Selection
As it was previously stated, the heat sink’s role in the power generation subsystem
is to remove heat from the top side of the TEM, helping to generate a temperature
difference across the TEM. There are many types of heat sinks used in a variety of
applications, such as thermoelectric coolers and computer components. Heat sinks
are made up up of two main categories: active and passive. Active heat sinks are
typically equipped with a fan to help remove heat, whereas passive heat sinks stand
alone, although they function best with consistent airflow over their surfaces [2]. Be-
cause our device is intended to be low profile, small, passive heat sinks, such as those
used with circuit components, were ideal. Additionally, because our device is to be
worn on the wrist and consistent forced convection is not a given, heat sinks with
considerable space between fins or pins were considered because this favors natural
convection [8].
Several heat sinks geometries of various base areas and fin/pin heights that fit within
our size constraints were chosen to be evaluated and both ordered from Alpha Nova
Tech, a local heat sink manufacturer, and obtained from available supply in lab. They
were:
• LPD19-4B (fin type, 19 [mm] x 19 [mm] base, 4 [mm] tall)
• LPD19-6B (fin type, 19 [mm] x 19 [mm] base, 6 [mm] tall)
• LPD30-4B (fin type, 30 [mm] x 30 [mm] base, 4 [mm] tall)
• LPD40-4B (fin type, 40 [mm] x 40 [mm] base, 4 [mm] tall)
• N19-10B (natural convection type, 19 [mm] x 19 [mm] base, 10 [mm] tall)
• ST19-4B (pin type, 19 [mm] x 19 [mm] base, 4 [mm] tall)
• ST19-6B (pin type, 19 [mm] x 19 [mm] base, 6 [mm] tall)
In order to evaluate the performance of the heat sinks, they were each paired with the
best perfoming TEM available in our lab, the TK19 module, and these TEM-heat
sink pairs were placed under a temperature difference, producing a power output.
This power output, specifically the voltage component, was used to evaluate heat
sink performance. TEM selection was also based off of this “ideal” TK19 TEM.
The schematic below in Figure 9 depicts the setup for evaluating heat sink per-
formance. Similar to the way in which electrical power is generated when there is a
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temperature difference across a TEM, when power is supplied to a TEM, a temper-
ature difference is created across the TEM. This creates both hot and cold sides of
the TEM. The hot side of an auxiliary TEM was used as the heat source for creating
a temperature difference across the test TEM in this experimental procedure. A DC
power supply provided power to the “hot plate” TEM, and the power input to this
TEM was increased until the hot plate TEM’s hot side measured approximately 35◦C.
A large heat sink was placed under the hot plate TEM to ensure the temperature
difference across the hot plate TEM remains consistent. The test TEM, TK19, and
the heat sink to be evaluated were placed on top of this heat source. The open circuit
voltage output (voltage when no load is applied to the circuit) from this single TEM-
heat sink combination was measured by reading the voltage across the leads of the
test TEM using a National Instruments NI-DAQ 9215 (serving as the multimeter),
and this data was recorded in Labview software. The data was recorded at a sampling
rate of 75 [Hz] for 100 samples. The NI-DAQ 9215 has a measurement uncertainty
of 0.02%. This procedure was repeated for three trials for each heat sink. Figure 10
depicts testing of the ST19-6B heat sink.
Figure 9: Heat sink testing and evaluation setup schematic.
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Figure 10: Heat sink testing and evaluation setup detail.
Higher open circuit voltage indicates a higher temperature difference due to the See-
beck effect, indicating that the heat sink is doing its job. Although comparing thermal
resistance values provided by the manufacturer for each heat sink at our device’s op-
erating temperature is an effective method of comparing each heat sink’s ability to
pass heat through themselves, it does not take the effect that TEM geometry and
its interaction with the heat sink have on performance. Therefore, comparing open
circuit voltage for each heat sink with a control TEM that is similar in geometric
properties to the TEM we will select is the most effective method of evaluating and
comparing heat sink performance. Figure 11 below depicts the open circuit voltage of
each heat sink with the TK19 TEM. Each column represents the average open circuit
voltage for 300 data points. N19-10B is highlighted as it was the heat sink chosen to
be used in our device.
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Figure 11: Heat sink testing and evaluation results.
As is evident in the figure above, LPD30-4B, LPD40-4B, and N19-10B performed
best. Although LPD40-4B is the top performer, its large base size severely hurts the
wearability of the device as integrating these large heat sinks into the design would
mean either sacrificing the amount of TEMs used, which would hurt performance, or
violating the size constraints defined in the PDS. Although the LPD30-4B is slightly
smaller, it still poses a size issue, and its performance is only slightly greater than the
much smaller N19-10B heat sink. Therefore, the N19-10B heat sink was selected due
to its superior performance and small base area, allowing more TEMs to be utilized in
the design of the device. Additionally, it is specialized for natural convection, which
is ideal for our application.
3.2.2 Heat Sink Modification
Since the device is worn on the wrist, it is ideal for it to have a low profile. In order
to determine whether or not we could shorten heat sink pins without a sacrifice in
performance, we conducted finite element analysis using Abaqus CAE software to
determine the heat flux and temperature distribution of the heat sink. Using the
software, we simulated conditions similar to operating conditions. Since the heat
sink mainly experiences natural convection, it was given a convection coefficient of 40
W
m2K
and an ambient air temperature of 21°C, which is typical room temperature. The
simulated heat sink was given a heat source temperature of 30°C, which is the typical
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temperature of the side of the TEM that the heat sink contacts. The heat sink is
made of the aluminum alloy A6063 so the heat sink was set to have a conductivity of
200 W
mK
. As a result of our finite element analysis, it was determined that a majority
of the heat flux occurs at the base of the heat sink pins, seen in figure 12 which depicts
heat flux distribution of the heat sink simulated to experience conditions similar to
operating conditions in Abaqus CAE software. With this information, we were able
to cut the pins of the heat sink to only 5 [mm] long with negligible effect on the
performance of the heat sink. The pins of the heat sink were cut using a diamond
cutter in the material science lab, room 515 of the Mechanical Engineering building
on the Santa Clara University campus.
Figure 12: FEA heat sink heat flux distribution.
3.2.3 Thermoelectric Module Analysis and Selection
Due to time constraints restricting our ability to design and manufacture our own
thermoelectric modules, we relied heavily on theoretical analysis and geometric char-
acterization throughout our TEM selection process. Nearly the entire process was
based on a geometric characterization of TEMs known as the B factor. A TEM’s B
factor is calculated using geometric dimensions of the module, as shown in Equation
1, and characterizes the module’s performance in terms of its mechanical design [[14].
B =
LL
FF
=
LL ∗ ATEM
AL,tot
(1)
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where LL = Leg Length [m], FF = Fill Factor, ATEM is the area of the TEM’s ceramic
plates, and AL,tot is the total cross-sectional area of the TEM’s legs. The dimensions
required to calculate the B factor are shown below in Figure 13 in the context of a
generic TEM schematic, provided by TE Tech [21]. The dashed squares within the
top view represent the individual TEM legs.
Figure 13: TE technology TEM schematic and dimensions.
In our design, and in most TEM applications, the TEM operates in conjunction with
a heat sink to increase heat dissipation from the cold side. The size of the heat sink
directly correlates with its heat dissipation capabilities and therefore correlates with
the performance of the TEM itself. A larger heat sink allows for more heat dissipation,
a higher temperature difference, and an increase in power output from the TEM.
Because of its direct role in TEM performance, the heat sink should be taken into
consideration when characterizing the TEM. To do so, the original B factor of the
TEM (1) is multiplied by the ratio between the heat sink and TEM areas (AHS and
ATEM) to obtain the effective B factor, Beff , as shown in Equation 2. This effective
B factor concept was used for our TEM analysis and selection process instead of the
original B factor shown in Equation 1 to allow for more accurate characterization of
TEM performance based on module geometries and heat sink size.
Beff =
(
LL ∗ ATEM
AL,tot
)
∗
(
AHS
ATEM
)
=
LL ∗ AHS
AL,tot
(2)
To begin TEM selection process, we performed theoretical maximum power tests on
the various TEMs we already had available in our lab. This was an effort to quickly
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gain an understanding on how different TEM models and geometries performed at
our expected operating conditions. The experimental setup and procedure for these
tests was the same as that described in section 3.2.1 with a few modifications. In
order to calculate maximum theoretical power, open circuit voltage and short circuit
current must be measured. The procedure for open circuit voltage measurement was
identical to that described in section 3.2.1 except that the heat sink was kept consis-
tent while testing a number of TEMs available in our lab. Since heat sink evaluation
resulted in N19-10B being chosen as the model used in our final design, these tests
were performed using N19-10B as the designated heat sink.
The procedure for short circuit current measurement was nearly identical to this
open circuit voltage measurement. Rather than measure the voltage across the leads,
a 0.1 [Ω] precision resistor was placed in series between the positive and negative leads
of the TEM being evaluated. The voltage across this precision resistor was then mea-
sured using the same equipment detailed previously. Using the method described in
section 3.5.1, this measurement was used calculate the short circuit current. The open
circuit voltage and short circuit current values were then used to calculate maximum
theoretical power using methods detailed in section 3.5.1. Just like measurements
made in heat sink evaluation, these TEM evaluation measurements were sampled at
a rate of 75 [Hz] for 100 samples.
5 trials were of this test were performed and the averages of the individual mea-
surements and results were used for analysis. The results from the initial theoretical
maximum power tests are shown below in Table 3 for each TEM. From these tests,
we identified a TEM labeled ’TK-19’ as the top performer. TK-19 had the largest
theoretical power output and was identified as the top performer.
Table 3: Theoretical maximum power test results.
TEM
Hot Side Temp-
erature [C]
Power Max [W] Voltage OC [V] Voltage OC [V]
CP30138 34.9 1.77 E -3 3.47 E -2 2.04 E -1
TJ26 33.9 1.61 E -3 2.66 E -2 2.42 E -1
TK19 35.5 1.82 E -3 1.65 E -2 4.41 E -1
UE09 33.0 6.99 E -4 2.86 E -2 9.79 E -2
UL24 33.1 1.43 E -3 4.03 E -2 1.42 E -1
X1 34.0 9.47 E -4 2.48 E -2 1.53 E -1
With TK-19 identified as our top performer, we moved on to the next step in our pro-
cess: shopping for new TEMs based on TK-19’s geometries. Of course, using TK-19
as our TEM for our final design would have been ideal, but it was an old model which
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had been discontinued by its manufacturer, Laird Technology, and was no longer
available for purchase. In order to obtain a TEM that performed similarly to TK-19
under the same operating conditions, we searched for models with effective B factors
closely matching that of TK-19. The effective B factors of the potential TEMs to
be purchased were calculated based on heat sink N19-10B, the heat sink chosen for
our final design as explained earlier in Section 3.2.1. Since there were no detailed
schematics of TK-19 available from Laird Technology, the dimensions required for
the Beff calculation were measured with calipers. For TK-19, Beff,TK−19 = 0.03216.
In our shopping process, in addition to meeting TEM design size constraints, we
specifically focused on searching for TEMs with effective B factors that were as close
to our desired value (Beff,TK−19) as possible to try and avoid an issue known as bot-
tlenecking. The effects of bottlenecking are easily recognizable on the Power versus
Effective B Factor plot shown in Figure 14. TK-19’s performance point is marked.
Figure 14: TEM theoretical power output versus effective B factor, courtesy of Tom
Watson, SCU.
As can be seen in Figure 14, as the effective B factor increases, the theoretical power
output increases and eventually peaks just about where TK-19 lands on the curve.
Though at a slower rate, the power output then decreases as the effective B factor
continues to increase. These dips in performance on the right side of the optimal
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Beff value are results of bottlenecking. Bottlenecking is when heat transfer between
two surfaces (heat sink and TEM) is restricted due to small contact area, usually
as a result of one surface being much smaller than the other. Since Beff is directly
proportional to the ratio between AHS and ATEM , increase in Beff can be associated
with a size increase of the heat sink in comparison to the TEM, and vice versa. As
the heat sink size decreases in comparison to the TEM, it is less and less capable of
dissipating enough heat to maintain desired temperature differences, thus resulting
in the sharp decrease in theoretical power output as Beff decreases (moving left from
the peak point). However, as the Beff increases past the optimal point, the heat sink
reaches and passes a size large enough in comparison to the TEM that bottlenecking
will begin to occur which causes the gradual decrease in theoretical power output.
The decline in performance caused by bottlenecking is the reason why our shop-
ping process involves searching for TEMs with effective B factors close to TK-19’s.
By calculating the Beff of potential TEMs based on our N19-10B heat sink and com-
paring it to the desired Beff,TK−19, we are confirming that the potential TEMs will
perform optimally when implemented into our final design.
The TEM shopping process ran into some issues along the way, such as limited mar-
ket availability and lack of TEM information provided by manufacturers and vendors.
Often times, we would find a TEM model with our desired effective B factor but would
not be able to purchase it due to the item being out of stock or having a lead time
too large for our project’s time constraints. Other times, we were unable to even cal-
culate a TEM model’s effective B factor because the manufacturer or vendor would
not disclose the necessary dimensions. Companies such as TE Technology and Laird
Technology used model numbering systems which incorporated TEM dimensions as
well as provided detailed schematics with the remaining dimensions required to cal-
culate Beff . For example, TE Technology employed the following model numbering
system: TE-NN-XX-YY, where NN is the number of leg pairs, XX is the leg width
[mm], and YY is the leg length [mm]. The combination of the market availability
issues and lack of information regarding TEM dimensions limited our options for a
selecting TEM to purchase implement into our final design.
By the end of the shopping process, we selected a TEM named TE-65-0.6-1.5 (TE-65)
with an effective B factor, Beff,TE−65 = 0.01157. Due to the market limitations, while
TE-65 is certainly not ideal, it’s effective B factor is the closest to Beff,TK−19 we could
find for a TEM which satisfied the design size constraints. Even with a much lower
effective B factor, according to the plot in Figure 14, TE-65 has a theoretical power
output of about 0.12 [mW], which is still 75% of TK-19’s power output.
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3.3 Design Description
Because the N19-10B heat sink is a stock item, our group had no input on its design.
It consists of 13 hexagonal pins spaced evenly on a 19 [mm] x 19 [mm] base. As
stated previously, the pins were cut down to yield a total height of 7mm. Detailed
mechanical drawings and properties can be found in Figure 41 in the appendix.
Similar to the heat sink, our chosen module TE-65-0.6-1.5 is a stock item and was
designed and manufactured by TE Technology. The module consists of 65 leg pairs
sandwiched between two 13 [mm] by 13 [mm] ceramic plates [21]. Figure 15 shows
TE Tech’s generic TEM schematic with dimensions pertaining to our specific model,
TE-65-0.6-1.5. The dashed squares within the top view represent the individual legs
of the TEM.
Figure 15: Dimensioned schematic of TE-65-0.6-1.5.
In order for the power generation subsystem to successfully function, the TEM and
heat sink must be held together securely with sufficient contact pressure. Additionally,
the heat sink must not be significantly obstructed, and the subsystem must be easily
integrated into a wearable device. To do this, the TEM and heat sink are held
together using a plastic, 3D-printed housing. The housing has a three-sided groove
at its bottom which the TEM slides into and a recessed portion on top in which the
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heat sink sits. Mounting wax was used as a thermally conductive adhesive to hold the
TEM and heat sink together and inside the housing with sufficient contact pressure.
The housing also has two bars on opposite sides, similar to a watch face, to allow
them to be easily integrated into our wristband. This housing will be described in
more detail in the wearability subsystem section, Chapter 6.
3.4 Prototype Results
Depicted in the Figure 16 below, the selected TEM and heat sink combination held
by mounting wax in a plastic, 3D-printed housing make up the power generation
subsystem prototype.
Figure 16: Power generation prototype.
3.5 Subsystem Testing and Verification
3.5.1 Theoretical Maximum Power Tests
Testing and verification of the power generation subsystem was performed by way of
measuring the open circuit voltage and short circuit current in order to calculate the
theoretical maximum power. Open circuit voltage occurs when the circuit is in an
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“open” state and no current is flowing. To measure this, voltage across the positive
and negative leads of the TEM, VOC , was measured. Short circuit current occurs
when the circuit is in a “shorted” state and is closed but has no load. It is technically
not possible to measure the short circuit because current is obtained by measuring
the voltage across a low resistance precision resistor in series with the circuit (R =
0.1Ω) and using Ohm’s Law, I = V/R, to calculate current I. However, a current
value very close to the short circuit current can be obtained by connecting sole a
0.1Ω precision resistor in series with the positive and negative leads of the TEM and
measuring the voltage across this resistor, VPR, and calculating the current through
the resistor, IPR. The short circuit current, ISC , can then be extrapolated from the
linear VI curve generated from these two measurements.
The test setup for this consisted of a single TEM and heat sink secured in the hous-
ing with mounting wax. The bars on the housing were used to wear this TEM-heat
sink combination on the wrist. The approximately 32◦C body heat from the wrist
served as the heat source for power generation. The open circuit voltage and preci-
sion resistor voltage and current were measured and recorded with Labview using the
procedure described previously in section 3.2.3. Samples were once again taken at a
rate of 75 [Hz] for 100 samples, and measurement uncertainty of the NI-DAW 9215
was 0.02%.
Using this testing procedure, the following linear voltage versus current, or VI, curve
was obtained using the average VOC and VPR values from 500 data points. The slope
of this line is used to extrapolate the short circuit current using the equation,
ISC =
VOC
M
, (3)
where ISC is short circuit current in Amps, VOC is open circuit voltage in Volts, and
M is the slope of the VI curve.
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Figure 17: Power generation VI curve.
The average open circuit voltage VOC , precision resistor voltage VPR, precision resistor
currentIPR, and slope M for the power generation subsystem are depicted in Table
4 below. They were obtained from 500 data points and were used to calculate the
short circuit current.
Table 4: Power generation testing and verification data.
Because power P is equal to V ∗ I, it is evident that the theoretical maximum power
that could occur along the VI curve is a product of half of the maximum or open
circuit voltage and half of the maximum or short circuit current. Therefore, the
theoretical maximum power is equal to 1
4
VOC ∗ ISC . According to the principle of
maximum power transfer, the maximum voltage, current, and power occur when the
circuit’s load is equal to the internal impedence of the power source, in this case, the
power generation subsystem [11]. Using the data found in Table 4, it is found that
the maximum theoretical voltage, current, and power for a single TEM-heat sink pair
are V = 1.505E−2 [V ], I = 0.556E−2 [A], and P = 8.360E−5 [W ]. Since the boost
converter has a minimum input voltage of 2.0E−2 [V ], assuming that load matching
conditions are ideal, it is necessary to connect at least two TEM-heat sink pairs in
series so that the voltage output may be doubled to be approximately 3.0E − 2 [V ],
meeting the minimum input voltage requirement. This will be discussed further in
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the voltage boosting subsystem section, Chapter 4.
3.5.2 Seebeck Tests
An additional component of the testing and verification of the power generation sub-
system was the calculation of the subsystem’s Seebeck coefficient. This test was
performed by subjecting our TEM-heat sink pair to a number of increasing temper-
ature differences, from approximately 0 to 20◦C. The procedure for this was similar
to that of evaluating heat sink performance. A hot plate TEM was used as the heat
source, and the DC power supply’s power input was gradually increased to increase
the temperature of the hot plate. Temperature measurements were recorded at ap-
proximately 25◦C intervals. Thermocouples were used with the NI-DAQ 9215 to take
the temperature across the TEM, and open circuit voltage across the TEM was also
measured using the NI-DAQ 9215. These temperature measurements and their corre-
sponding open circuit voltages were recorded using Labview at a rate of 75 [Hz] for 100
samples. The uncertainty for NI-DAQ 9215 temperature and voltage measurements
was 0.02%. The slope of the curve obtained from this data represents the Seebeck
coefficient of a single TEM-heat sink pair. As seen in Figure 18 below, the Seebeck
coefficient was found to be S = 3.73E − 3 [V/◦C]. Therefore, a TEM-heat sink pair
is capable of generating 3.73E − 3 [V ], open circuit, per ◦C temperature difference
across the TEM. The projected value of about 30 [mV], open circuit, produced at ex-
pected operating conditions (indicated by the highlighted region on Figure 18) agrees
with measurements taken in the theoretical maximum power tests.
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Figure 18: Power generation Seebeck curve.
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Chapter 4
Voltage Boosting Subsystem
For the voltage boost subsystem, the primary role was to accept the fluctuating ultra-
low input voltage being output from the thermoelectric modules and supply an output
voltage at a constant, higher stepped up voltage that could power a wearable EKG.
As mentioned in our system requirements, the voltage boost subsystem was required
to output a voltage of at least 3.7V in order to charge the battery for our specific
EKG monitor. The closest setting for our system is 4.1V which works well with the
EKG battery.
4.1 Choosing a Boost Converter
The primary component of the voltage boost subsystem is a boost converter which
plays the role of stepping up this voltage. When deciding on what type of boost
converter to use we were limited to models specifically designed to take ultra-low
inputs that our thermoelectric modules would output. Due to the limited market
saturation of these types of boost converters, we were limited to a few models from
Linear Technologies and Texas Instruments. Linear technologies had a model with
two different versions depending on the voltage output settings required called the
LTC3108, which accepted input voltages as low as 20mV under no load conditions
[10]. Texas Instrument models such as the TPS61200 had input voltages that only
went as low as 300mV. With our circuit combinations of thermoelectric modules in
the 20-150mV range from initial testing we were able to easily determine that the lin-
ear technologies model would be the only viable option given our input requirements.
The optimal low-voltage input circuit for LTC3108 is shown below in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Optimal LTC3108 circuit [10].
4.2 Circuit Design
To meet the requirements of the LTC3108 module we quickly determined that a single
assembly (which will be referred to as a module in this chapter) would not be able
to provide adequate power for our charging application. The supplied power in watts
from a circuit is equal to the voltage difference multiplied by the current (I) flowing
to the output, as shown in equation 4.
Psupplied = V ∗ I (4)
A portion of this power is absorbed or lost within the circuit as heat due to the
electrical resistance (R) of the modules and connecting wires, as seen in the second
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relation for power dissipated, as shown in equation 5.
Pdissipated = I
2 ∗R (5)
Due to these power relations, our optimal circuit design maximizes voltage and cur-
rent while minimizing the resistance (and power loss) of the circuit.
In order to optimize these three inversely related variables, voltage, current and re-
sistance we experimented with different numbers of modules with series and parallel
connections. Adding a module in series theoretically leads to an unchanged current,
increased output voltage, and increased circuit resistance. Adding modules in parallel
theoretically gives an unchanged voltage, increased current, and decreased resistance
for the circuit. To take advantage of the beneficial portions of each connection type,
we determined that the optimum configuration of modules for our application has
4 modules with a single parallel connection between two pairs of modules in series.
It should be noted that this optimization was further complicated by fact that the
resistance of the modules is directly related to their temperature difference, a higher
temperature difference gives a higher module resistance.
4.3 Subsystem Optimization
Our four module approach was also determined using efficiency data found by testing
our boost converter using low inputs provided directly by a DC power supply. The
efficiency of a boost converter is found by dividing the power output from the boost
converter by the power that is input into it (multiplied by 100 to get a percentage),
as shown in equation 6.
Efficiency = (Pout/Pin) ∗ 100 (6)
As shown in Figure 20 in the peak in the efficiency vs. voltage in to the boost
converter provided by a DC power supply at constant voltages, a peak efficiency of
approximately 25% was found for our boost converter at an input of approximately
100mV. We designed our circuit to output as close to this optimal 100mV point as
possible with a temperature difference across our modules similar to that of human
skin and room temperature.
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Figure 20: Efficiency vs. Voltage In for LTC3108.
We were able to successfully boost up to beyond the necessary 3.7V using both a
DC power supply as the input as well as our circuit configuration as the input. A
voltage input vs voltage output graph demonstrating this using a DC power supply
is shown in Figure 21. Around the 100mV in this graph the boost converter was able
to reach an output level of 5V which it consistently held for higher inputs, confirming
the 100mV as a peak efficiency point for the boost converter.
Figure 21: Voltage Out vs. Voltage In graph for LTC3108.
The testing procedure for the LTC3108 boost converter used the National Instru-
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ments NI-DAQ 9215 modules with connected BNC cables acting as voltmeters and
sampled at 75[Hz] for 100 samples within Labview. The measurement uncertainty
for the NI-DAQ 9215 was 0.02%. To power the boost converter, we used an Agilent
66000A DC power supply which we set controlling voltages of through Labview. For
each setup we put a 0.1 [Ω] precision resistor in series with both the input(Vin) and
output of boost converter (Vout) and its load so that we could measure the voltage
drop across them allowing for an accurate measurement of current into and out of
the boost converter. Two other voltmeters measured through Labview were also con-
nected directly between the output and input voltage ports and ground to measure
the voltage going into and out of the boost converter. Being able to knowing voltage
and current at the input allowed us to easily power input and output using equation
4 and in turn get the efficiency of the boost converter using equation 6.
For the boost converter to operate efficiently, resistive loads were connected between
the output voltage port of the boost converter and ground. Based on testing with
loads between 10[Ω] and 100[kΩ] we found the most efficient load to occur at ap-
proximately 22[kΩ] which is the load that was used in both figure 20 and figure 21.
When testing Labview was used to take 10 voltage samples for each BNC cable at
each interval of input voltage supplied by the DC power supply. This is the reason for
the scattered nature of the graphs for both figure 20 and figure 21 since the current
readings out were very low and caused some variation due to the accuracy limits of
the voltmeters. The voltage setting for the power supply was varied between 50 and
450 [mV] with intervals of 50[mV] for all testing.
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Chapter 5
Battery Charging Subsystem
One of the key elements of the device is its ability to power the EKG battery. Without
constant and reliable grid power, being able to charge the EKG portably is crucial
to the success of our device. In our hopes to expand the wearable device market, the
ability to power various types of wearable devices is also important. This includes dif-
ferent connections to respective devices. While the scope of this subsystem will focus
on meeting the power requirements of a low voltage wearable device specifically to our
EKG application, adaptability is still an important aspect of the subsystem. The de-
vice battery requires 3.7V and sufficient current to produce an indication of charging.
Considering that this threshold might be different for other low voltage applications,
the efficiency of our device to charge its respective wearable may fluctuate.
5.1 Options and Trades
The EKG has three charging contacts on its underside. The included USB charge
cable has a claw design that presses its own contacts onto those on the EKG. This
interaction is seen below in Figure 22.The left side of the figure depicts the underside
of the EKG; its three gold charging contacts are seen at the top. The center of the
figure depicts the “claw” charger with its three corresponding contacts. The right
side of the figure depicts the claw charger clamped onto the EKG charging contacts.
Because the boost converter has charge controlling capabilities that limit the output
current and voltage, charge controlling was not necessary to consider in the battery
charging subsystem.
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Figure 22: EKG and its charger.
When designing the method of charging a battery with the boost converter
electrical output, three options were considered:
1. Connect boost converter output directly to EKG charging contacts via wire and
solder.
2. Connect boost converter output directly to EKG chare cable, continue to use
the claw charger.
3. Connect boost converter output to female USB port, plug USB EKG charge
cable into USB port.
The third option, connecting the boost converter output to a USB port, was the most
simple, adaptable, and safe method of charging the battery, and it was selected for
these reasons. By connecting a female USB port to the boost converter, the power
output from our device can charge a number of USB devices rather than be limited
to the EKG. The only drawback to this design is that using the claw charger while
wearing the EKG somewhat interferes with contact between the EKG and wrist.
However, the EKG is still able to function. A slightly different EKG or other USB
wearable medical device with a charge port located on its outer sides would alleviate
this issue.
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5.2 Design Description
As it was mentioned before, the design of this subsystem is very simple because
the boost converter regulates output voltage current, protecting the battery from
being overcharged. The battery charging subsystem simply must connect the boost
converter output to the EKG’s rechargeable battery. To do this, the power and
ground connections of a female USB port were connected to the boost converter
voltage output and ground leads. An evaluation board was used in this project rather
than a much smaller printed boost converter circuit board, so this USB port was not
integrated into our wristband design. The USB EKG charge cable was plugged into
this USB port and the charging claw was placed around the EKG (which is integrated
into the wristband). The EKG itself displays an animated battery charging indicator
when it is being charged.
5.3 Prototype Results
The boost converter output was connected to a female USB port, and The EKG and
its charge cable were plugged into this USB port. The battery indicator on the EKG
monitor verifies that the battery is successfully charging. This prototype is depicted
below in Figure 23
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Figure 23: Battery charging prototype.
5.4 Subsystem Testing and Verification
The testing and verification of the battery charging subsystem, independent from
other subsystems, was a simple process. It consisted of testing and verifying that the
connection between the female USB port, EKG charge cable, and EKG was success-
ful in transmitting power to the EKG battery. To do this, a DC power supply was
tuned to 4.1V to simulate the boost converter output, and it was connected to the
female USB port. The animated battery charging indicator on the EKG was used as
verification that the connection was successful. The EKG indicated that its battery
was charging when the 4.1V (0.2A) DC power supply was connected to the USB port
and the EKG and its charge cable were plugged into this USB port, verifying that
the female USB port design was valid and successful.
A proof of concept test was also performed to characterize battery charging using
a boost converter and thermoelectric module. A Laird 40 [mm] x 40 [mm] thermo-
electric module was placed under a 12◦C temperature difference using an 80 [mm]
x 80 [mm] heat sink with 40 [mm] tall pins. The heat source was the hot side of
another Laird module, and a DC power supply was used to power this heat source
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thermoelectric module. The power output generated from the thermoelectric module
was fed to a Linear Technologies LTC3109 boost converter, which has very similar
characteristics to the boost converter used in this project, LTC3108. The output
from the boost converter charged a 3.7V 150mAh lithium polymer rechargeable bat-
ter, which is similar to the 3.7V 80mAh battery in the EKG.
The voltage across the battery was measured over two hours using a NI-DAQ 9215
connected to the batteries positive and negative leads, and Labview recorded mea-
surements at a sampling rate of 75 [Hz] for 100 samples. Once again, the NI-DAQ
9215 measured with an uncertainty of 0.02%. Through this experimental procedure,
the charging pattern for this battery using thermoelectric power generation and a
boost converter was obtained. The battery was charged using the boosted power
output from a thermoelectric module placed under a 12◦C temperature difference.
The battery charging is characterized by sharp increases in voltage across the bat-
tery followed by longer plateau periods. This pattern continues until the voltage and
current capacities of the battery are reached. Figure 24 below depicts this pattern.
Figure 24: Battery voltage over 2 hour charging period, courtesy of Joshua Vincent,
SCU.
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Chapter 6
Wearability Subsystem
The wearability subsystem is what allows for the power generation device to be worn
on the wrist. Its two main components are a wristband and a fixture to hold the ther-
moelectric modules and heat sinks together. The design of the wristband and fixture
were constrained by performance and aesthetic requirements outlined by customer
needs. This included size, comfort, and weight constraints as listed in the PDS table
in the appendix.
6.1 Wristband
The purpose of the wristband is to create sufficient contact between the hot side of
the thermoelectric module and the user’s skin so that the thermoelectric modules can
use the body as a heat source, as well as providing the capability of the device to be
comfortably worn and easily put on and taken off.
6.1.1 Options and Trades
When initially designing the wristband, we considered three different materials that
would be appropriate for the wearability subsystem: elastic, silicone, and velcro. The
wristband material needed to be able to provide comfort, contact pressure, robust-
ness, and adjustability as well as be aesthetically pleasing and light weight. Velcro
was able to provide sufficient contact pressure, robustness, and adjustability; how-
ever, the side in contact with the skin created friction and discomfort, and the lack of
stretch also was detrimental to both comfort and functionality. In order to use a vel-
cro band, both a male and female layer are needed. This increased the overall height
of the wristband and decreased its aesthetic attributes. A silicone wristband had the
qualities of comfort, robustness, and aesthetic value. However, it was a challenge to
find a clasp or buckle to make the band significantly adjustable without interfering
with TEM, heat sink, and EKG layout. Additionally, the lack of breathability of
the silicone decreased comfort for long-term wear. In addition, silicone wristbands
are not readily available and is expensive when custom ordered. A wristband made
of elastic provided comfort, sufficient contact pressure, robustness, and adjustability.
Elastic is also readily available in solid colors and easy to sew, making it more attain-
able to design an aesthetically pleasing wristband. It is also thin, lightweight, and
inexpensive.
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6.1.2 Design Description
After evaluating the pros and cons of our options we decided to construct our wrist-
band prototype out of 3 inch elastic. Four 20 mm by 20 mm holes were cut in a
2 by 2 grid to expose the heat sink to ambient air, facilitating natural convection.
The thermoelectric modules were placed in the fixture and the heat sinks were then
waxed to the fixture and thermoelectric module. The fixture was then sewn to the
elastic through the side bars. A layer of thin, rib knit cloth with a 2 by 2 grid of 10
mm by 10 mm holes was sewn to the bottom of the elastic to expose the hot side of
the thermoelectric module to the skin while concealing the wiring connections and
fixtures. This layer of rib knit cloth also increases the comfort of the wristband. The
EKG was also sewn into the wristband using part of its own original wristband as
the frame to hold it in place. corresponding holes in the elastic and Velcro allow the
EKG to contact the skin and function properly. The initial design for the wristband
prototype is seen below.
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Figure 25: Initial concept for wristband prototype.
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6.2 Prototype Results
When actual prototyping began, it was evident there was not enough space for the
EKG and TEMs, heat sinks, and housings to be on the same side. Therefore, the
TEMs, heat sinks, and housings were moved to the bottom side of the wristband.
A small amount of glue placed between the rib knit cloth and housings was used to
keep rib knit cloth in the correct position. Because an evaluation board separate
from the wristband was used for the boost converter circuit, the power generation
subsystem output protrudes from the wristband in insulated, heat shrinked wires.
This wristband prototype is seen below.
Figure 26: Wristband prototype.
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6.3 Housing Fixture
The housing fixture is a plastic fixture developed with the purpose of holding the
heat sink in contact with the thermoelectric module with sufficient pressure to provide
efficient contact between the two pieces. This is necessary for optimal heat dissipation.
The fixture can be seen in Figure 29. The heat sink and thermoelectric module are
adhered to the fixture with a reversible thermoset wax that holds the three pieces of
the assembly together in the configuration shown in Figure 44 in the appendix.
6.3.1 Rationale
The housing fixture was developed because, as we were beginning to construct the first
wearable thermoelectric generation prototype, we came to the conclusion that directly
installing heat sinks and thermoelectric modules into the wristband prototype without
some sort of housing was very dangerous for the small and fragile TEMs, produced
inconsistent heat sink efficiency due to inconsistent contact with TEMs, and exposed
the thermal circuit to potential interference. The high work cost for adapting the
device for more voltage or amperage, or for different devices, and complication of the
build were unideal. The fixture was developed to address these issues and provide a
solution that met the desired functionality requirements of the device.
6.3.2 Design Criteria
The criteria for the design is as follows:
• Provides both physical and thermal protection for the TEM and heat sink.
• Improves the adaptability of the device.
• Maintains sufficient pressure between the heat sink and TEM for optimal ther-
mal conductivity.
• Improves power output consistency for TEM-heat sink combinations.
6.3.3 Design Iterations
The first iteration of the housing fixture is pictured in Figure [27]. Initially, the
main concern in the design was ensuring a tight seal between the TEM and heat
sink, while minimizing the number individual pieces for greater adaptability. The
design was a two-piece, snap-fit fixture where the top piece would snap onto the
lower piece, holding the heat sink by the outermost pins onto the TEM with a high
pressure for efficient heat dissipation. The material chosen was a resin set material
named ”Tough V4” used by the FormLabs Form 2 SLA 3D printer. The material was
chosen along with the 3D printing approach to fabrication because it allowed for the
time between iterations to be greatly reduced, the fabrication had a high material
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placement accuracy of within 0.1mm, and the material provided enough strength and
durability to withstand impacts and protected the internal devices well. However,
the material was too flexible to provide a consistent snap-fit hold of reliable pressures
between separate assemblies. Thus the snap-fit design was retired.
Figure 27: Snap-fit housing design.
The second iteration of the housing fixture is pictured in Figure [28]. It is a two-
piece, screw-and-nut design that pressed the heat sink onto the TEM by the four
outermost pins. This provided sufficient pressure and provided a reliable fit that was
very consistent between assemblies, but the top piece of the housing fixture impeded
the convective ability of the heat sink by obstructing the pins. The option of extending
the pins to compensate was found to interfere with the overall design requirement of
the device being low-profile. Therefore it was decided to retire the two-piece fixture
concept altogether.
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Figure 28: Screw-and-bolt housing design.
The third and final design of the housing fixture is pictured in Figure [29]. It is a
single-piece fixture that serves fixes the heat sink and TEM in place with an adhesive
wax. It was found that the pressure required to reach a suitable conductivity between
the TEM and heat sink could be reached simply by pressing the heat sink onto the
TEM together thermoset wax was setting. It was found that the wax maintained the
pressure given to the assembly, maintaining the thermal conductivity as well between
the heat sink and TEM. Additionally, bars were added to two opposite sides of the
fixture to allow for a number of assemblies to be strung together and very easily create
a circuit suitable for a required voltage. This final design meets all criteria set for a
housing fixture.
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Figure 29: Final housing design, Modular TEM-Heat Sink Interface.
6.4 Prototype Results
The prototype results for the housing can be seen in Figure 16 in the prototype results
section of Chapter 3.
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Chapter 7
System Integration, Test, and Results
The overall wearable thermoelectric power generation system consists of the power
generation subsystem connected to the voltage boosting subsystem connected to the
battery charging subsystem, and these subsystems are all integrated into the weara-
bility subsystem. Figure 30 depicts this system integration.
Figure 30: Wearable thermoelectric power generation system.
In order to test and evaluate our device, all the subsystems were integrated into the
overall system through the construction of our prototype. After each subsytem was
individually verified to function properly, the first step of construction was to inte-
grate the power generation subsystem into the wearability subsystem. As previously
described, the housings were sewn into the elastic layer of of the wristband, and the
TEM leads were connected in a circuit configuration of two modules in series con-
nected in parallel with another two modules in series. The wriring was insulated and
hidden between the elastic and rib knit cloth wristband layers. The power generation
positive and negative output leads protrude from the wristband and are connected to
the boost converter evaluation board.
For the purpose of prototyping, the evaluation board was not included in the wrist-
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band design as it would be replaced by an extremely small printed circuit board that
can easily be hidden between the wristband layers. The evaluation board’s positive
and ground output leads were connected to the female USB port as previously de-
scribed, and the EKG and its charge cable are plugged into the USB port. The EKG
can be worn while the charger is connected. It was installed in the wristband by
sewing its included rubber housing into the wristband with a hole cutout so that
its bottom surface could contact the skin. Figure 31 below depicts the constructed
wearable thermoelectric power generation system prototype while being worn.
Figure 31: Wearable thermoelectric power generation system prototype.
7.1 Experimental Protocol and Results
7.1.1 Voltage and Current Testing
Voltage and current testing was performed inside at a room temperature of 21◦C.
The wristband was worn on the left wrist, with a wrist temperature of 34◦C. This
provided the heat source for power generation. Voltage into the boost converter eval-
uation board, VIN , was measured using a NI-DAQ 9215 which measured the voltage
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across the boost converter input leads. Because the output of the power generation
TEM circuit is connected to the boost converter input leads, this voltage measure-
ment at this junction is NOT open circuit. The voltage measurement recorded was
the voltage that the boost converter “sees.” Due to the very small amount of current
generated by the power generation subsystem, current into the boost converter was
not able to be measured without affecting boost converter performance. Therefore,
the short circuit current from the TEM circuit, ISCIN , was measured. The procedure
for measuring and calculating short circuit current was identical to that described in
section 3.5.1, except the the current output was from the two leads of the entire TEM
circuit rather than one single TEM.
Voltage out of the boost converter evaluation board output, VOUT , was also mea-
sured. Because a battery is essentially a current sink, there is no load for the boost
converter output, and the open circuit voltage is voltage the battery receives. This
open circuit voltage was measured using a similar procedure to that outlined in chap-
ter three; the difference being that open circuit voltage was measured across boost
converter output leads rather than a those of a TEM. Once again, the current out-
put was extremely small and unable to be measured in-circuit. Therefore, the short
circuit current out of the boost converter, ISCOUT , was measured. All measurements
were sampled at a rate of 75 [Hz] for 100 samples, and the NI-DAQ 9215 measured
with an uncertainty of 0.02%.
Experimental Results:
Table 5: Output voltage and current experimental results.
The device performed as expected for voltage boostage. 2.294E − 2 [V ] was a suffi-
cient input voltage to achieve voltage boostage, as is evident with the output voltage
value of 4.089. However, The output short circuit current was unable to be read.
This was likely because it was expected to be on the magnitude of microamps, and
the impedance of the 0.1Ω precision resistor was too large for the small current to
overcome. Unfortunately, this was the lowest impedance precision resistor available
in the lab.
7.1.2 Battery Charge Testing
The procedure for battery charge testing was to deplete the battery of the ECG,
connect the interface and battery of the ECG to the prototype, and wear the device
throughout the day taking note of when charging began and when it was complete.
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This charge time measurement would be compared the to that specified in the PDS.
Experimental Results:
The device did not perform as expected in battery charge testing as the boost con-
verter output was not successful in charging the battery. Although the voltage output
from the boost converter met the EKG battery’s requirements, we found that the
extremely low current was not sufficient to indicate battery charging. Although a
battery is a current sink and should accept any amount of current, our output cur-
rent was too low to add significant charge to the battery over the time intervals in
which the EKG checks battery level to determine if the battery is charging or not.
An output current closer to the order of milliamps is desired to achieve significant
battery charging.
7.1.3 Customer Needs Testing
In order to verify that the device met customer needs, measurements and user eval-
uations were performed. The wristband mass, width, and height off the wrist of the
final prototype were measured and compared with those established in the PDS tar-
get range. These dimensions were measured with a Neiko 01407A digital caliper with
an uncertainty of 0.02 [mm]. The mass was measured with an unknown model postal
scale. To quantify aesthetics and comfort/ergonomics of wristband, participants not
involved with the project wore the device for a period of 15 minutes and rated its
aesthetic and ergonomic features relative to a standard wristwatch. A score of 1 is
much worse than a standard wristwatch, 5 is equal to a standard wristwatch, and 10 is
much better than standard wristwatch. Because the boost converter evaluation board
would be replaced by an extremely small printed circuit board in the final product,
the boost converter evaluation board was omitted from Customer Needs Testing.
Experimental Results:
Table 6: Wristband dimensions and mass.
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Table 7: Aesthetics and comfort/ergonomics ratings.
The device’s width is significantly greater than the 50 [mm] specified in the PDS.
This addition in size was necessary to accommodate the four TEMs and heat sinks
needed for power requirements. The device’s height is extremely close to the 10 [mm]
specified in the PDS. The slight excess height at the heat sink is due to lack of preci-
sion in the method used for cutting heat sink pins. Although the EKG itself exceeds
the height requirement by a millimeter, it is a stock item and its dimensions are out
of our control. The mass of the wristband is much lower than the 200 [g] specified in
the PDS. This is due to the lightweight materials that were used in the wristband.
Based off of the ratings received in aesthetic and comfort/ergonomic categories, it
can be determined that users found the wristband to be less aesthetically pleasing
and ergonomically comfortable than a standard wristwatch. The rather industrial
profile and materials used in the wristband were not favorable among users. Overall,
users found the device to be close in comfort to a standard watch; however, they
were also displeased by the larger than normal width. Additionally, although users
were not concerned about electrical safety, they were concerned about the heat sinks
scratching themselves and surrounding objects. The weight of the prototype was a
bright spot as users found it to feel lighter than a standard wristwatch.
7.1.4 Moisture and Durability Testing
Although moisture and durability tests were desirable to determine how much damage
the device could withstand, these tests were not performed as the device is to be used
for further testing and experimentation. Subjecting the device to impact and moisture
could damage the electronic components inside, preventing them from use in further
work.
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Chapter 8
Cost Analysis
As it was stated in the budget section of Chapter 2, the proposed budget for this
project was $1, 875.00. After completion of the project, a total of $1, 330.38 was
spent on development of the wearable thermoelectric power generation wristband
prototype. The most significant costs came from the purchase of TEMs. Many mod-
ules were damaged during testing, requiring more to be purchased for prototyping.
The detailed overall project costs are seen below.
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Table 8: Detailed project costs.
The prototype itself costs $386.67, not including labor costs. The boost converter
evaluation board was the most significant cost in producing the prototype. Boost
converters and the circuit components that are needed to use them are very inexpen-
sive; however, an evaluation board was necessary to tune the boost converter circuit
to our project’s needs, and it is much more expensive. In a final product, the boost
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converter circuit would be printed on a circuit board for a much lower cost. Bulk
order purchasing could also significantly reduce the cost of TEMs, heat sinks, and
wristband materials. The detailed prototype costs are seen below.
Table 9: Detailed prototype costs.
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Chapter 9
Patent Search
9.1 Executive Summary
Through our patent investigation for our device we concluded that our housing is the
basis for our patentable design. Our housing uniquely fastens together a thermoelec-
tric module and heat sink using 3D printed plastic. The novel portions of our design
include the ridges used to hold the heat sink in place, bars for easy connectability
in series or parallel patterns, and the robustness of the housing which protects and
electrically insulates delicate thermoelectric module leads.
9.2 Scope of Design Concept
Our project’s focus is creating a wearable device capable of charging a bio-medical
sensor (e.g. a wearable EKG) using body heat. In order to do so, the device uti-
lizes thermoelectric power generation technology, specifically thermoelectric modules
(TEMs), to convert excess body heat into a power output. However, more than just
excess heat, the TEMs need to experience a temperature difference across its two
contact sides in order to generate power. This implies that the TEM has both a hot
and cold side, while also indicating a clear need for heat dissipation on the non-skin
(or cold) side of the TEM. To dissipate heat from the cold side and maintain a suffi-
cient temperature difference, heat sinks are implemented into the wearable device in
conjunction with the TEMs.
The nature of the TEM and heat sinks roles of power generation and heat dissi-
pation essentially dictate the orientation of the devices mechanical design. In order
to achieve sufficient heat flux from skin, there must be consistent and firm contact
between the TEMs hot side and the users wrist/ forearm. Simultaneously, there must
be consistent and firm contact between the TEMs cold side and the the base of the
heat sink to ensure sufficient heat dissipation. This indicates a clear need for a reliable
method of securing the heat sink to the cold side of the TEM. We explored multiple
different methods including velcro, wax adhesives, and various 3-D printed housing
designs.
After performance tests, we determined that a single piece, 3-D printed housing de-
sign would not only secure the device components reliably, but allowed for optimal
performance of both the heat sink and TEM. The specific design of this TEM-Heat
Sink housing allows for sufficient free convection across the heat sink, holds sufficient
contact between the heat sink and TEM, and has a relatively small form factor. These
three housing characteristics allow for increased heat transfer and dissipation as well
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as increased modularity and wearability of the overall device which are all critical
to the performance of the overall device. These specific design considerations are
the reasons why the TEM-Heat Sink housing design is so important to the overall
functionality of our device and essentially, the reason we chose to explore patents for
the housing design.
9.3 Invention Description
The TEM-heat sink housing we designed was an invention unique to our device with
the capability to be adapted to a number of different applications. Titled “Modular
TEM-Heat Sink Interface,” the housing’s main purpose is to hold the TEM and heat
sink together with sufficient contact for conduction. It must do this while allowing
free air to pass over the heat sink for natural convection, having a low profile, and
allowing for easy connection to other housings and integration into a wearable device.
The problem of holding a TEM and heat sink together at a scale of this size (20mm x
20mm heat sink and 12mm x 13mm TEM) is difficult because good contact pressure
between the TEM and heat sink must be ensured without obstructing the exposed
side of the TEM or heat sink. Additionally the connected TEM and heat sink must
be comfortably wearable. In small scale heat sink applications, such as removing
heat from a circuit board, thermal adhesives are used to fix heat sinks to electrical
components. However, a thermal adhesive alone would not be sufficient in our case
as that does not address the wearability requirement.
In order to meet these design requirements, we designed a plastic housing that holds
the TEM on three sides, allowing its leads to be accessed, and has a recess on its
top where the heat sink is placed. A thermally conductive adhesive, mounting wax
in our case, is used to adhere the heat sink and TEM and hold them in place within
the housing. The housing holds the heat sink using the ridge between the top and
bottom plates of the heat sink which allows the heat sink to easily slide into the
housing. In order to allow for wearability, circular bars are fixed to two opposite
sides of the housing (similar to those seen on a watch face). These can be used to
connect multiple housings together via a band or to fix the housings into an article
of clothing or accessory such as a wristband, headband, T-shirt, or backpack strap.
In the case of our device, we used the bars to sew housings into an elastic wristband.
Within the small market of wearable thermoelectric power generation, products have
methods of holding TEMs and heat sinks together that are specific to those devices.
For example, the Matrix Powerwatch uses its external aluminum body as the heat
sink and the TEM is in contact with this surface [20].
Our housing has the advantage of adaptability, allowing it to be used in a num-
ber of wearable thermoelectric power generation applications. The housings can be
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arranged connected in a line to be worn in a wristband or headband, or a large num-
ber can be connected in a grid pattern on a compression T-shirt or arm sleeve. By
allowing free access to the TEM leads in our housing design, complex circuits can
be arranged with the TEMs without modification of the housings. Additionally, our
housings can also be used in wearable thermoelectric heating and cooling applications
if power is supplied to the modules rather than generated by them. The housings
could be used to provide heat inside gloves or cooling on the back of the neck in a
T-shirt.
There are multiple commercialization opportunities for the Modular TEM-Heat Sink
Interface. It could be sold as a standalone item that comes in multiple sizes for
different TEMs and heat sinks. The buyer could then use this technology for any
desired application. The technology could also be licensed to manufacturers for use
in products, which would allow manufacturers to make design modifications to the
housing, ensuring optimum functionality.
The Modular TEM-Heat Sink Interface was invented by Dylan Santana and Joseph
O’Bryan on March 21, 2018. It was first manufactured via 3D print and used in
wristband prototyping on March 23, 2018. It was publicized April 14, 2018 on Santa
Clara University Preview Day.
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9.4 Mechanical Drawings
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Figure 32: Detailed Mechanical Drawing of Modular TEM-Heat Sink Interface.
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9.5 Patent Classification
The scope of our device puts the concept of our project within a few possible patent
classifications based on our different subsystems. These patent classes are: Closure
Fasteners, Electricity: Batteries Charging or Discharging, and Batteries: Thermo-
electric and Photovoltaic[22].
The patent classification that our assembly housing, as described earlier in this pass-
band, most closely falls under is patent class 292, Closure Fasteners. The patent class
covers everything that has to do with holding two or more materials or devices to-
gether. Our assembly housing holds together a thermoelectric module and a heat sink
with intermediary thermal wax between the two. The housing which was uniquely
designed using computer aided design software then 3D printed over several itera-
tions acts to maintain this fit using structural pressure while also having side bars for
easy interconnection. The patent class subclasses which most closely resembles our
concepts include: portable clamps, and bendable securers[22].
The patent class that most closely fits our battery charging subsystem concepts is
patent class 320, Electricity: Batteries Charging or Discharging [22]. This patent
class covers novel methods of both charging and discharging. Our device uniquely
harvests thermal heat in order and regulates the output using a boost converter to
charge the battery of a mobile electrocardiograph monitor. Similar patent subclass
categories within this patent class include: thermal cell source, and battery charging
with pulsed DC-DC converter[22].
Along a similar vein, the concepts in our thermal harvesting and voltage boost subsys-
tems fit into patent class 136, Batteries: Thermoelectric and Photovoltaic [22]. This
patent class covers devices and phenomena relating to both thermoelectric and pho-
tovoltaic energy generation. Our device uniquely explored the effect of using multiple
thermoelectric module combined with serial and parallel connections. For our final
prototype we were able to determine that using a combination of four thermoelectric
modules connected with both electrical connection types is idyllic for mobile energy
harvesting. Similar patent subclass categories include: Peltier effect devices, thermo-
electric processes, and thermoelectrics having housing, mounting, or support[22].
9.6 Review of Prior Art
US20060151021A1 is the patent for thermoelectric module being used for power gen-
eration. It describes a potted TEM with a series of N-type and P-type bismuth
telluride-based semiconductor legs. The patent covers a variable thickness of 10-100
microns and a with of 10-100 microns, and length of 100-500 microns. The alternating
N-type and P-type legs are electrically connected in series and thermally connected
in parallel so that the temperature differential between the top and bottom plates
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results in the generation of power [19]. This patent is extremely important to our
project since it defines the TEM’s available on the market from which to generate
power from. Our device differs form this general patent however in the optimization
of power generation with the appropriately optimized heat sink, and the electrical
arrangement of these TEMS in series and in parallel. In future work, our method to
optimize TEM dimensions as to find a maximum sea beck coefficient can lie outside
of these patented bounds depending on the final size of the final TEM.
US8527038B2 is the patent for a wired EKG that delivers data to a wrist or arm
worn device. This device is battery powered and can read out the EKG signal which
is plugged into the processing unit of the wristwatch like device. This device will
prompt the user when the battery needs to be replaced and when the system needs
to be reset. For the purposes of our device, we chose to power a wearable EKG which
does not rely on wired electrodes rather PPG and EKG chip based technology. As
these surrogates continue to develop and become clinically translated, they will con-
tinue the their trend and overtake the wired electrode gold standard. This will allow
for the enhanced wear ability and comfort of the user. The device we chose can also
transfer the data to an app enabled device to process the EKG signal. This allows
the processed signal to be easily exported and shared. This patented device can also
transfer data through wifi to external devices, or through the use of a serial port.
The shortcomings are in the limited processing power of the wearable device. Devices
which process data externally can benefit form a greater processing power of said
external device. Another difference of our device is the powering of the EKG. The
patented device initiated a sequence when the battery is to be replaced; first the user
is prompted, then the memory is saved, the monitoring stops, the battery is replaced,
and monitoring and connection are restored again. Our TEM based power system
will eliminate the need to replace the battery and as a result break the continuity of
the device monitoring [12].
US20140096807A1 is the patent pending titled “Thermoelectric assembly using a
cartridge support fixture” for a TEM fixture or casing that allows the TEM to move
relative to temperature changes in the system. The Abstract of the pending patent
reads, “A thermoelectric power generator (TEG) assembly and a method of fabri-
cation are provided. The TEG assembly includes at least one thermoelectric (TE)
module, a casing containing the at least one TE module, and at least one support
fixture mechanically coupling the at least one TE module to the casing. The at least
one support fixture is coupled to the at least one TE module. The at least one por-
tion of the at least one TE module is configured to move relative to the casing in
response to temperature-induced dimensional changes of at least a portion of the at
least one TE module or at least a portion of the casing.” [15]. The device is similar
to our in that it is a patent casing or fixture that holds the TEM into place for a
particular reason. The difference is its use. The fixture called Modular TEM-Heat
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Sink Interface is an interface structure for holding the TEM and heat sink together in
consistent and reproducible arrangements, with consistent and reproducible thermal
characteristics. This differs significantly from the claims of US20140096807A1.
US6438964B1 is a patent granted for a device titled “Thermoelectric heat pump ap-
pliance with carbon foam heat sink.” It is a device designed to use the Peltier effect
to heat or cool a part of a person’s body with thermoelectric modules. The Abstract
reads, “A personal thermoelectric Peltier effect heating and cooling device for heating
or cooling a portion of a user’s body utilizes a porous carbon foam heat sink secured
to one surface of a Peltier thermovoltaic member. The heat sink is formed of a ther-
mally conductive open cell foam medium through which air can pass and is partially
enclosed by a shroud and a surrounding air filter...An on/off switch on the enclosure
selectively energizes the air pump and the Peltier thermovoltaic member. A polarity
reversing switch on the enclosure supplies selected polarized electrical energy to the
Peltier thermovoltaic member for cooling or heating.” [7]. The device described uti-
lized a sort of fixture that holds the TEM and heat sink, however this is a fully covered
casing around the electronics containing the thermoelectric assembly. The Modular
TEM-Heat Sink Interface differs in that it is placed such that the material holds the
sides of the TEM and heat sink, allowing the thermoelectric module “hot side” and
the heat sink to be fully exposed to the skin and air, respectively. The purpose of the
the device described in US6438964B1 is significantly unlike that of the Modular TEM-
Heat Sink Interface developed by the wearable thermoelectric power generation team.
Copies of these patents can be found in the Appendix
9.7 Conclusion
The housing for our heat sink and thermoelectric module assemblies is the most
patentable concept found in our project. In order to patent this housing we would
need to isolate the unique design features for the housing. Specifically, the ridges
used to hold the heat sink and the body shape of the housing which protects and
fastens the assembly in place while allowing for serial and parallel configurations.
These must be demonstrated as being completely singular in comparison to existing
wearable energy harvesting device housings. Other areas of possible patents related to
our charging method and circuit configurations for charging a battery when boosting
multiple thermoelectric modules.
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Chapter 10
Engineering Standards and Realistic Constraints
10.1 Cost
The product must keep the buyer in mind at every stage of its use, including the initial
purchase. Although health insurance and healthcare are available in many developed
countries that can mitigate the cost of this device, we need to take into consideration
buyers living under governments that do not provide assistance or locations where
reasonable health insurance is hard to obtain. Being used to primarily power medical
devices, it is understood that the buyers may already be burdened by the cost of
healthcare or by their ailment itself, and the added stress of a device out of budget that
will increase the quality of their recovery is unnecessary. Eliminating wasted costs on
unnecessary components or unnecessary quality enhancements can make it affordable
to more individuals needing a locally generated low-voltage output for a medical
device. As the product is iterated through more versions, the most unnecessary
components can be analyzed and their necessity called into question. Repeating this
design process increases the cost effectiveness of the product.
10.2 Health and Safety
Our main priority with the development of the device and its implementation with
other technologies is the safety of the user, engineers developing the technology, man-
ufacturers, and all others involved in the production, sale, and use of Wearable Ther-
moelectric Power Generation. Every step of the way, the safety of all involved was
prioritized above anything else. In terms of the safety of the user, the electrical com-
ponents are insulated and the product is built with total security of the components,
with minimal possibility of a break in electrical travel or physical break of a com-
ponent or the system. Proper safety procedure was followed while developing and
constructing the prototype by all involved in this process.
10.3 Manufacturability and Repairability
Increasing manufacturability means not carelessly requiring abstract means of produc-
ing simple products. This is important to wearable thermoelectric power generation
because this can decrease the cost of the end product drastically. Simple injection-
molding plastic parts, or easy machine-automated fabric production is necessary for
full cost efficiency. Although the first iterations of the device will not meet these de-
sired goals, any marketable production iteration would meet these goals and ensure
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cost is low while maintaining full efficient function of the device.
Repairability is defined by how easy it is for a broken or non-functioning compo-
nent to be replaced with as little help from the company’s support as possible. Like
a LEGOTM set, the components should be as ”plug-and-play” replaceable and and
repairable as possible. This is important because this allows for the product to reach
much further as there is less of a need for the company to support the buyer after the
sale. It also reduced the cost of the repair, replacing only one single part rather than
the entire non-functioning product. This is being achieved with the Modular TEM-
Heat Sink Interface housing fixture for the TEM-heat sink assembly. The single-piece
assemblies have bars on the side for easy detachment and reattachment for replace-
ment of an assembly that may be damaged or non-functional. This increases the
speed of repairs and will bring piece-of-mind to the user for there is less worry of
repairs that would cost more than the total worth of the device.
10.4 Sustainability
One of the most attractive benefits of thermoelectric power generation is the minimal
waste produced. The power is not generated from chemical reactions like most other
forms of generation, therefore no waste product is produced by the thermoelectric
modules. Heat flow produces no carbon dioxide or radioactivity. The amount of
waste that is produced, however, is comprised of discarded thermoelectric modules
and electrical components. The wearable thermoelectric power generation team fol-
lowed all local, state, federal, and international guidelines, as well as those given by
the manufacturer, for all electronics. A definitive plan for managing waste would be
devised in the event of large scale manufacturing. Regardless, the minimal amount of
waste is unparalleled for small scale generation, and wearable thermoelectric power
generation hopes to maintain this level of sustainability in all parts of the develop-
ment, production, and maintenance processes for the product.
10.5 Ethical Considerations
The ethical implications of the device can be very significant depending on the device
being charged with wearable thermoelectric power generation. Medical devices such
as EKGs, insulin pumps, glucose monitors, hearing aides, and others have significant
impacts in the daily lives of users, and although our goal is to increase quality of life
and access to medical devices through thermoelectric power generation, should our
device fail while in use, it should not pose a danger to users. Fail-safes such as a
backup battery would be in place to prevent users from being without their poten-
tially life-saving devices in the event of a thermoelectric power generation failure.
In the event of producing our device to be distributed to medical device users, the
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team would work with the American Red Cross, the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, and member groups of the World Health Organization in terms of
standards to be set for safe use of our device. Additionally, with recommendation from
the previously mentioned groups, clear understanding of the limitations of the device,
its possible dangers, and ways of properly using the device will be communicated to
every user to minimize risk.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
11.1 Summary
Wearable medical devices offer vast benefits to users that range from improving qual-
ity of their lives to saving their lives. However, powering these medical devices is a
constant concern as battery replacement and frequent charging is necessary, limiting
the freedom of users. Additionally, lack of access to electricity prevents a significant
portion of the world from benefiting from wearable medical devices as they are un-
able to provide power for them. We are developing a wearable thermoelectric power
generator in the form of a wristband that charges the battery of a medical device in
order to increase medical device users peace of mind and freedom and grant wearable
medical device access to those who live without electricity.
Our design solution utilizes thermoelectric technology to generate off-the-grid elec-
tric power from users’ body heat. Body heat from the wrist heats up the bottom of
thermoelectric modules while heat sinks dissipate heat away from the top of modules.
This temperature difference across the modules generates electricity which is boosted
to 4.1 [V] through the use of a boost converter, and this electrical output is used to
charge the battery of a wearable medical device. We are developing a prototype that
charges a wrist EKG which has successfully generated the 4.1 [V] required by the
EKG battery in room temperature or colder conditions. Further development and
optimization of thermoelectric module design and heat dissipation method is neces-
sary to generate a current sufficient for useful battery charging. Significant design
challenges were faced due to the limitations of available thermoelectric modules on
the market, the size constraints for our device, and the interdependent electrical input
requirements for our boost converter.
11.2 Future Improvements
Regarding future design improvements in order to achieve more consistent perfor-
mance, the first and most effective action to be taken would be further optimization of
the power generation subsystem, specifically the TEM model used within it. However,
due to market limitations, further B factor optimization is only attainable through
the design of a custom TEM. By designing the TEM and choosing its geometric char-
acteristics, our team would truly have control over the performance characteristics
of the module. The plot shown in Figure 33 is the same plot from Figure 14 with
number of leg pairs (N) taken into consideration as well. As N decreases, the theo-
retical power output of the TEM increases thus showing the module’s performance
can be directly optimized by adjusting its geometric characteristic. By designing a
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custom TEM, we could not only perfectly match the desired effective B factor but
could further increase the TEM’s output by adjusting geometries while maintaining
the desired Beff value.
Figure 33: TEM theoretical power output versus N versus Beff , courtesy of Tom
Watson, SCU.
An additional future change is to increase TEM performance with improved heat
dissipation. Increasing the height or base area of the current heat sinks would cer-
tainly violate size constraints. However, the following more creative heat dissipation
methods could improve heat dissipation while reducing overall profile and increasing
aesthetic value of the device:
1. Integrate the heat sinks into body of wristband. Custom machined aluminum
parts could make up significant segments of the wristband body, rather then
full elastic, and detailing of these parts, such as surface texture and geometry,
could be optimized to dissipate heat.
2. Explore flexible heat sinks. Copper mesh or thin plates can be used to spread
heat from the TEMs over a larger area, and flexible woven metal “fabrics” could
be placed on top of this to dissipate heat from these copper surfaces.
11.3 Final Thoughts
Overall, development of our wearable thermoelectric power generation wristband pro-
totype made significant progress towards the goal of powering a wearable medical
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device with body heat through thermoelectric technology, and it allowed us to learn
much about the relatively unexplored field of wearable thermoelectric power gener-
ation and the engineering design process in general. We believe that our current
progress and implementation of suggested future improvements make wearable ther-
moelectric power generation a viable option for charging a medical device without
grid-power, making a significant impact in the lives of medical device users.
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Appenidx A: Selection Matrices
The matrix below lists the weightings of importance for different factors relating to
each subsystem.
Figure 34: Subsystem factor weighting matrix.
The matrices below list the rankings calculated from the factors of importance from
Figure 34 along with individual factors ranging for each concept of the subsystem.
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Figure 35: Subsystem concept ranking matrix.
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Appendix B: PDS
A table listing the design requirements and constraints for this project is depicted
above to outline device specifications for performance customer needs, safety limits,
and maintenance is depicted below.
Table 10: PDS. Rev. 3, May 7, 2018.
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Appendix C: Timeline
Figure 36: Gantt charts for Fall, Winter, and Spring.
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Appendix D: Calculations
Heat Sink Hand Calculations
The calculations below depict the thermal equivalent circuit and heat dissipation by
the N19-10B heat sink.
Figure 37: N19-10B heat dissipation hand calculations.
The calculations below depict the total surface area of the N19-10B heat sink
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and the flux of heat entering the heat sink from the TEM and subsequently leaving
the heat sink.
Figure 38: N19-10B surface area and heat flux hand calculations.
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Heat Sink FEA Analysis
Note: For the sake of conciseness, long strings of numerical data have been omitted
from the report, and only the results are shown here.
Field Output Report, written Sun Mar 04 21:53:15 2018
Source 1
---------
ODB: C:/temp/heat_sink_40.odb
Step: heat transfer
Frame: Increment 1: Step Time = 1.000
Loc 1 : Nodal values from source 1
Output sorted by column "Node Label".
Field Output reported at nodes for part: MERGED-1
Computation algorithm: EXTRAPOLATE_COMPUTE_AVERAGE
Averaged at nodes
Averaging regions: ODB_REGIONS
---------------------------------------------------
Node Label NT11 HFL.Magnitude
@Loc 1 @Loc 1
Minimum 21.0470 2.69345
At Node 1 3815
Maximum 30. 1.07188E+03
At Node 18539 3095
Total 2.06456E+06 9.23853E+06
---------------------------------------------------
A visualization of the heat sink temperature distribution is depicted below. The heat
sink is simulated to experience natural convection at the fins, a heat flux of 4.37 W
m2K
at the bottom surface of the base, and a constant temperature of 30◦C at the base.
The heat sink is meshed at a seed size of 0.25 with triangle elements.
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Figure 39: FEA temperature distribution model.
A visualization of the heat sink heat flux distribution is depicted above. The heat
sink is simulated to experience natural convection at the fins, a heat flux of 4.37 W
m2K
at the bottom surface of the base, and a constant temperature of 30◦C at the base.
The heat sink is meshed at a seed size of 0.25 with triangle elements.
Figure 40: FEA heat flux model.
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Appendix E: Drawings
Heat Sink
Figure 41: N19-10B mechanical specifications, courtesy of Alpha Nova Tech.
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Thermoelectric Module
Figure 42: TE-65-0.6-1.5 detail drawing.
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Figure 43: TEM-heat sink housing detail drawing.
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Assembly Drawing
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Figure 44: TEM, heat sink, and housing assembly drawing.
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Miscellaneous Drawings
Figure 45: Assembly-in-wristband drawing, uncovered and covered, on left and right,
respectively.
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Figure 46: System sketch, top side of device.
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Figure 47: System sketch, bottom side of device.
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Figure 48: Screw-and-nut housing concept, hand sketch.
96
Figure 49: Thermoelectric power generator powering a medical device, hand sketch.
97
Figure 50: A watch band-esque thermoelectric power generator, hand sketch.
98
Figure 51: Orthographic view of full TEM, heat sink, and fixture assembly.
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Appendix F: Budget Details
Table 11: Detailed proposed project budget.
100
Table 12: Detailed project costs.
101
Table 13: Detailed prototype costs.
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Appendix G: Senior Design Conference Presenta-
tion
Many people have a need for wearable medical devices, however, not everyone has
access to constant and reliable power sources. With thermoelectric technology we can
take advantage of our body heat and use it as a natural heat source to power wear-
able medical devices with low power needs. For our project we decided to power a
wearable EKG; this device takes heartbeat information and forms a periodic function
which can be analyzed to diagnose and detect onset of various forms of cardiovascular
disease. We used thermoelectric modules to power the EKG. TEMs are small electri-
cal devices capable of taking excess heat and converting it into a small power output.
These modules do this by operating based on the Seebeck effect, which simply states
that an electric current will be produced when two dissimilar metals are exposed to
a temperature difference. Our device is composed of four subsystems: power genera-
tion, voltage boost, battery charging, and wearability.
The power generation subsystem consists of a heat sink, TEM, and heat source,
which in our case is the body. We selected our heat sink after measuring and com-
paring the output voltage of a TEM, on a hot plate, matched with various heat sinks.
After selecting our heat sink, we conducted finite element analysis and found that a
majority of the heat flux occurs at the base of the pins allowing us to shorten the pin
length. Our selection of the TEM was based on the B-factor, which is a calculation
dependent on the dimensions of the module. After testing and optimization we chose
to use TE-65.
The voltage boost subsystem is made up of the TEM circuitry to optimize the voltage
output and a boost converter. The TEMs are arranged with two connected in series
connected in parallel with two in series. The boost converter is a model from Linear
Technologies called LTC 3108. The output of the TEMs is directly connected to the
input of the boost converter.
The battery charging subsystem is consists of the boost converter output directly
wired to the EKG rechargable battery. This subsystem is ideal for sensor applica-
tions or short bursts of power.
Lastly, the wearability subsystem consists of the wristband and fixtures holding the
TEMs and heat sinks. This subsystem was broken down into seven qualities, based
on the results of a survey we conducted in November 2017, that we considered during
our design process. Of these qualities there are three main categories: performance,
wearability, and safety. All things considered, we ranked safety as the most important
quality to ensure the user was not at risk.
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As far as future steps that can be taken with this project to achieve consistent per-
formance, the first and most effective action that could be taken is to optimize the
TEM module design as much as possible. Further B factor optimization could only
be achieved by a team actually designing and building their own TEM, rather than
purchasing one off the market. This way, you could truly control the performance
characteristics of your module. Another area of improvement for the device is to
increase the temperature difference present across the TEM, improving its perfor-
mance. One way of doing this that we are looking towards is increasing the heat
dissipation by the heat sinks by distributing the heat around the whole outer surface
of the wristband, taking advantage of additional heat sinks, other dissipating mate-
rials, and the large surface area of the whole wristband. And finally, we are looking
to lower the profile of the wristband by further lowering the height of the heat sinks
and also we want to size down the 3d printed fixtures so they take up less area on
the wrist. This will allow for either more TEMs to fit on a wrist, or with lass area we
can choose for the wristband to take up less room on a wrist, making the wristband
more comfortable.
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Appendix H: Relevant Patents
(19) United States 
US 2006O151021A1 
(12) Patent Application Publication (10) Pub. No.: US 2006/0151021 A1 
Stark (43) Pub. Date: Jul. 13, 2006 
(54) LOW POWER THERMOELECTRIC 
GENERATOR 
(76) Inventor: Ingo Stark, Riverside, CA (US) 
Correspondence Address: 
STETNA BRUNDA GARRED & BRUCKER 
75 ENTERPRISE, SUITE 250 
ALISO VIEJO, CA 92.656 (US) 
(21) Appl. No.: 11/352,113 
(22) Filed: Feb. 10, 2006 
Related U.S. Application Data 
(63) Continuation-in-part of application No. 11/185.312, 
filed on Jul. 20, 2005, which is a continuation of 
application No. 10/440,992, filed on May 19, 2003, 
now Pat. No. 6,958,443. 
Publication Classification 
(51) Int. Cl. 
HOIL 35/30 (2006.01) 
HOIL 35/28 (2006.01) 
(52) U.S. Cl. ........................... 136/205: 136/211; 136/212 
(57) ABSTRACT 
A thermoelectric generator has a top plate disposed in 
spaced relation above a bottom plate. A series of foil 
segments are electrically and mechanically connected end 
to-end to generate a foil assembly that is spirally wound and 
in thermal contact with the bottom and top plates. Each foil 
segment comprises a Substrate having a series of spaced 
alternating n-type and p-type thermoelectric legs disposed in 
parallel arrangement on the front Substrate Surface. Each of 
the n-type and p-type legs is formed of a bismuth telluride 
based thermoelectric material having a thickness of about 
10-100 microns, a width of about 10-100 microns and a 
length of about 100-500 microns. The alternating n-type and 
p-type thermoelectric legs are electrically connected in 
series and thermally connected in parallel Such that a tem 
perature differential between the bottom and top plates 
results in the generation of power. 
  
Figure 52: Patent of TEM module used for low power generation.
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(12) United States Patent (10) Patent No.: US 8,527,038 B2 
M00n et al. (45) Date of Patent: Sep. 3, 2013 
(54) BODY-WORN VITAL SIGN MONITOR 5,140,990 A 8, 1992 Jones et al. 
5, 190,038 A 3, 1993 Polson et al. 
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Hunt, Vista, CA (US) (Continued) 
(73) Assignee: Sotera Wireless, Inc., San Diego, CA FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 
(US) EP O443267 A1 8, 1991 
- GB 2329,250 A 3, 1999 (*) Notice: Subject to any disclaimer, the term of this 
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U.S.C. 154(b) by 841 days. OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
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(65) Prior Publication Data Primary Examiner — Christopher D Koharski 
US 2011 FOO66009 A1 Mar. 17, 2011 Assistant Examiner — Philip Edwards 
ttorney, Agent, or Firm — Michael A. 1ttaker, 74). A   Whit a  
(51) Int. Cl. ( ) Acuity Law Group, P.C. 
A6 IB5/04 2006.O1 
(52) U.S. Cl. (57) ABSTRACT 
USPC - - - - - - - - - - - grrrrr. 6OO/S13 The invention provides abody-worn monitor featuring a pro 
(58) Field of Classification Search cessing system that receives a digital data stream from an 
USPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 6OOf 513 ECG system. A cable houses the ECG system at one terminal 
See application file for complete search history. end, and plugs into the processing system, which is worn on 
(56) References Cited the patient’s wrist like a conventional wristwatch. The ECG 
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
4,263,918 A 4, 1981 Swearingen et al. 
4,270,547 A 6, 1981 Steffen et al. 
4,305,400 A 12/1981 Logan 
4,577,639 A 3, 1986 Simon et al. 
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R 39 
Optical System 
18 
system features: i) a connecting portion connected to multiple 
electrodes worn by the patient; ii) a differential amplifier that 
receives electrical signals from each electrode and process 
them to generate an analog ECG waveform; iii) an analog-to 
digital converter that converts the analog ECG waveform into 
a digital ECG waveform; and iv) a transceiver that transmits 
a digital data stream representing the digital ECG waveform 
(or information calculated from the waveform) through the 
cable and to the processing system. Different ECG systems, 
typically featuring three, five, or twelve electrodes, can be 
interchanged with one another. 
14 Claims, 15 Drawing Sheets 
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Figure 53: Patent of wrist wearable EKG device.
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Figure 54: Patent of thermoelectric assembly using cardtridge support fixture.
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Figure 55: Patent of thermoelectric heat pump.
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